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Abstract 

We study A-models in a constructive setting. 

We present two novel ways of deriving A-models. These two definitions make 

sense classically, but yield nothing of interest. The first extends the structure 

of a A-model to its space of singletons. These two models and all the models in 

between have the same equational theory. The second takes a full function space 

hierarchy and defines a A-submodel whose universe consists of those points in 

the hierarchy that satisfy a logical relation. Call a model obtained in this way 

extension model. We prove that, given a 'classical' A-model, it is consistent with 

IZF that it be isomorphic to an extension model. Also, this extension model 

has the same equational theory as the full function space hierarchy from which 

it was obtained. We prove these claims by building a fairly simple model of IZF 

in which these statements hold. This set theoretic model only depends on the 

cardinality of the original A-model. We deduce that there is a model of IZF in 

which there exists a full function space hierarchy for every classical model such 

that the two have the same theory. 

We go on to explore the logic of the world where these A-models exist. 
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Chapter 0 

Introduction 

0.1 Extensional )-models 

The extensional ,\-calculus was created as a theory of functions, and it should 

therefore be expected that the natural models of a )-theory are function spaces. 

Yet a description of such function spaces has in some cases turned out to be 

singularly elusive. Plotkin found a first example of this kind. He describes in 

[P1o77] a simple programming language PCF that is based on the typed ,\-

calculus and defines an equivalence relation on the set of terms of the language: 

two terms are identified if they show the same behaviour in all program contexts, 

i.e. if the outcome of all programs remains the same if one of the terms is replaced 

by the other. Plotkin goes on to show that the continuous function hierarchy 

with the natural interpretation is not a model of PCF. This failure is due to the 

existence of 'parallel functions' in the hierarchy that are not represented in the 

language. If a constant por and equations that describe its parallel behaviour 

are added to PCF, the continuous function hierarchy becomes a fully abstract 

model, i.e. two terms are equivalent if they are mapped to the same value in the 

model. 

Milner [M1177] then proved that there was a unique (modulo isomorphism) 

fully abstract model of PCF with certain natural cpos at ground type. However 

his definition of the model is syntactic (the term model) and gives no information 

on the nature of the functions involved. 

Ever since, attempts have been made to eliminate the unwanted functions 

from the continuous function hierarchy. The most successful approach to date 

was taken by Berry [Ber79]. He places a further simple condition 'stability' on 

the continuous functions and proves that all functions in the fully abstract model 
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of PCF are stable. But the function por is not. Unfortunately this is still not 

enough: there are even functions taking arguments of ground type which are 

stable but not sequential. 

It seems that the definition of sequential function must not only take into 

account their extensional, i.e. input-output behaviour, but also intensional as-

pects, the way they are computed. This insight led to a number of definitions 

that attempt to explain sequentiality 'at machine level'. Examples are the con-

crete data structures by Kahn and Plotkin [KP78], the more general notion of 

event structure by Winskel [Win8O], and the concept of sequential algorithm by 

Berry and Curien [BC82]. In all these cases a function is defined to be sequen-

tial if it is the i-o function of a sequential process. This definition at last works 

at ground level, but fails higher up. The history of PCF and the search for a 

fully abstract functional model is recorded in [BCL85]. Stoughton [Sto88] inves-

tigates the conditions for the existence of fully abstract models not only when 

there is an equivalence relation on the set of terms' erm (equational and contextual 

full abstraction), but also when the terms are partially ordered (inequational full 

abstraction). He treats PCF in great detail in his book. 

0.2 Constructive help 

It is well known among constructivists and viewed with suspicion by their classi-

cal colleagues that there are models of constructive set theory where all numeric 

functions are recursive (see McCarty [McC88]) or all endofunctions on the re-

als are continuous (see volume I of Troelstra and van Dalen's book [TvD88]), 

i.e. where there are fewer functions in some function space than can be proved 

to exist classically. With this in mind, it is natural to ask whether there is a 

model of constructive set theory in which there exists a fully abstract model of 

PCF based on sets and function spaces without additional structure, i.e. a model 

where all functions are sequential. 

In his paper [Sco8O], Dana Scott gives a hint of how such a model could be 

constructed. His method is very general. He builds a model of intuitionistic 

set theory from the fully abstract syntactic model of a A-theory, and embeds 

the syntactic model in the set theoretic universe. Types are now interpreted as 

simple sets and functions. Full abstraction is preserved, so in the case of PCF 

all functions are sequential. 

This thesis proposes an alternative solution. As a motivation, we shall have 
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a closer look at the intuitionistic reals. Since constructive set theory is strictly 

weaker than its classical counterpart, man classical equivalences are not prov-

able constructively. We conclude that also classically equivalent definitions no 

longer describe the same constructive objects. Reals are normally either defined 

as equivalence classes of Cauchy sequences of rationals, i.e. as the w-completion 

of the space of rationals, or in terms of Dedekind cuts. Each alternative admits a 

host of different constructive definitions (see again [TvD881). Now let us assume 

that we can embed a model of classical set theory in a model of constructive set 

theory. The constructive model will contain a copy R*  of the classical reals. Let 

R be the set of reals in the constructive universe according to one of the construc-

tive definitions. Then R*  will be a subset of R. In general not every function 

in R* = R* will have an extension in R = R. By changing the constructive 

definition of reals, we can in fact to some extent determine which functions in 

= R should be represented in R = R. Of course, if we now aim for the 

continuous functions and succeed in finding a definition of real that will ensure 

that only they have an extension, we can still not be sure that now all functions 

in R = R are continuous. 

Fortunately for us, it turns out that this idea can be made to work in the 

case of sequential functions. We shall prove a general theorem which states 

that there is a fairly simple model of constructive set theory inside which for 

any given countable extensional A-model a full function space model with the 

same equational theory can be constructed. This function space model is built 

following the ideas in the previous paragraph. In the case of PCF, the term model 

is copied into the set theoretic universe. Then supersets of the sets at ground 

type are found, such that exactly the sequential functions have extensions. At 

higher types this process is repeated. 

This method has some advantages over the one using the Yoneda embedding. 

First and foremost, Scott's approach yields a different set theoretic universe for 

every A-theory, whereas our construction caters for all of them. Furthermore our 

universe is a simple Kripke style model, whose characteristics are well known. 

This would ultimately permit us to ask questions about the relative consistency 

of statements. Finally, work on these models has led to a number of new and—

hopefully—useful concepts. They indicate the direction an axiomatic approach 

might take. 

We now give a brief overview over the contents of this thesis. 
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0.3 Overview 

Chapter 1 contains all the material from category theory that will later be needed. 

The most important definition here is that of a topos. Toposes will be used 

to build models of constructive set theory, in which most of the action in the 

subsequent chapters takes place. 

Chapter 2 is a concise introduction to constructive set theory. We present the 

axiomatic system IZF, which is the constructive equivalent to Zermelo-Fraenkel. 

We introduce a number of constructive definitions. As will be apparent from the 

introductory remarks, functions and extensions of functions will occupy a special 

place here. We construct a class of models of IZF to highlight the differences 

between the two systems, and show how to embed the classical von Neumann 

hierarchy in each of these models. We introduce the concept of 'classical set' in 

an attempt to describe the sets in the image of this embedding. 

Chapter 3 focuses on typed and untyped combinatory algebras. We are inter-

ested in a particular variety of ca's, the extensional )-models, which are essen-

tially just function spaces. We then consider two non classical ways of deriving 

new ca's from given ones. First we look at the ca of stable —singletons of a 

combinatory algebra. It turns out that under certain conditions the same equa-

tions hold in both, i.e. that they have the same equational theory. Some first 

order properties are also preserved. Next, we introduce extension models. For 

the untyped case an extension model is obtained by selecting two sets X0  C X1. 

The universe of the model is defined to be the set functions f : X1  - X1  that 

are the extension of some function in X0  = X0, or equivalently those functions 

f for which fX0  C X0. 

Chapter 4 establishes the main result of this thesis for the typed calculus. We 

start by looking at two )-theories, a simple theory MON of monotonic functions 

and at the above mentioned PCF. Then we prove the main theorem which states 

that for every extensional \-model there is a model of IZF that contains a full 

function space model which has the same equational theory as the )-model we 

started from. The set theoretic model only depends on the cardinality of the 

)-model. One of the consequences of this theorem is that there exists a model of 

constructive set theory which contains a fully abstract full function space model 

for every )-theory that has a fully abstract classical model. We end this chapter 

by discussing the main result and mentioning possible improvements. 

Chapter 5 proves an equivalent theorem for the untyped calculus. Again we 
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start by looking at a classical example. This will be Scott's inverse limit construc-

tion. Thereafter we state and prove the main result, which is a straightforward 

adaption of the typed case. Again we point to some consequences. 

Chapter 6 finally explores the strange constructive world where models as in 

Chapters 4 and 5 exist. We talk about the various degrees of 'fuzziness' which 

a set can exhibit. We end this thesis by giving some hints as to how the whole 

subject could be treated axiomatically. 



Chapter 1 

Some concepts from category 
theory 

In this chapter we shall review some notions from category theory. Mac Lane 

[ML71] provides a thorough introduction. For information about toposes we 
refer to the exhaustive book by Johnstone [Joh77]. A gentler introduction is 
Goldblatt's book [Gol79]. We also recommend a recent work by Barr and Wells 
[BW85]. 

A note on foundations. 	Categories tend to be large, i.e. classes, although 
most of the categories we shall be concerned with are sets. Recall that a category 
C is small if the class of all 	1 'rnorphisms in C is a set. 

Notation. We shall write C E C for C E Obj(C) and f E C(CO3  C1 ) or 
f : CO  -* C1  for f E Homc(Co,Ci). Given functors FO , F, : CO  - C1, let 
[F0 , F1 ] denote the set of natural transformations between them. For C a cate-
gory, let C'P denOte its 'dual', i.e. the category with the same objects as C and 
all arrows reversed. 	 0 

1.1 Cartesian closed categories 

Fix categories C, J. A J-diagram in C is a functor F E C. Dfine the diagonal 

functor L : C - C by 

LC(J) = C 	for all JJ 
LC(f) = idc  for all f: Jo —*J1  
zf(J) = f 	for all J e J 

11 
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Let C E C and F E C. A cone from the vertex C to the base F is a natural 

transformation 'y : /C -f F. Conversely, a cone from the base F to the vertex 

C or cocone is a natural transformation y : F - LC. 

Definition 1.1 The limit of a J-diagram F in C is an object limF E C and a 

cone -y LMimF - F such that for every object Co  e C and cone 'y0  : AC0  -p F 

there is a unique f : Co  - limF such that y 0 Af = y. 

In this definition -y  is the limiting cone. 

Definition 1.2 The colimit of a J-diagram F in C is an object colimF e C 

and a cone 'y : F - AcolimF (the colimiting cone) such that for every object 

Co  E C and cone 'Yo. : F - AC0  there is a unique f AcolimF - Co  such that 

Af 0 -y = -yo. 

Limits and colimits—if they exist—are unique up to isomorphism in C. 

Definition 1.3 The terminal object 1 is the limit of the empty diagram. 

This means that for every C E C there is a unique arrow ! : C - 1. 

Definition 1.4 The product Co  x C1  of two objects CO3  C1  e C is the limit of 

the diagram {CO3  C1 }. 

This is the same as saying that there are morphisms 7r0 : Co  x C1  -+ Co  and 
Co  x C1  - C1  (the components of the limiting cone) such that for any ob-

ject C e C and morphisms f0 : C -p Co  and f1 : C - C1  there exists a unique 
morphism (f0, f1) that makes the following diagram commute. 

C 

/ (f0,f1
70 	 71 

 

C0 - 	C0 xC1  

ir0  and 7r1  are the projections on Co  and C1. 

In this connection we should mention the construction of a pullback or gener-
alized product. This is simply the limit of the diagram 
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C1  

AC0  

Note that we get the definition of product if we substitute 1 for C. 

Definition 1.5 The coproduct Co  + C1  of two objects Co, C1  e C is the colimit 

of the diagram { Co, C1 }. 

The components of the colimiting cone are the inclusions 

Co - Co  + C1  and t1  : C1  —* Co  + C1  

Definition 1.6 Let C have finite products. The exponential of two objects Co, 
1 	 1 	 1 	 1 	 1 	f1CO 	

Co
Ti in ' is an object u E u together with a morpnzsm evai : U1  X U " 

such that for all objects C E C and morphisms f C x Co  —+ C1  there exists a 

unique morphism Af : C --+ C  C
O such that the following diagram commutes. 

CxC0  

AfXidco \ 

C1C0xC0 eval 

Again C1CO  is unique up to isomorphism—if it exists at all. 

We now come to the most important definition of this section. 

Definition 1.7 A cartesian closed category (ccc) has a terminal object, finite 

products and exponentials. 

Example. The category of all sets Set is a ccc. It has a terminal object {ø}, the 

usual set theoretic products and function spaces as exponentials. eval is function 

application. 	 11 
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Example. A binary relation <X on a set X is a preorder if it is reflexive and 

transitive. <X is a partial order if also 

XO<XX1 Ax1 <XXOXOXi 

Now let X = (X, <x) be a partially ordered set. Then the relation 	on X 

defined by 
op x0 	x1 —* S1 <x X0 

is also a partial order 	'reversed'). Let X°' stand for (X, <). 
An (ascending or descending) chain in X is a totally ordered subset of X. 

Let a be an ordinal. A (!5x -)a-chain in X is an a-sequence {X0}o€a such that 

Va0, a1 e a (a0 C a —* x,0 !~x Xai) 

An antichainin Xis a set of pairwiseincompahteelements of X. X = (X, <_x) is 

a complete partial order (cpo for short) if every ascending w-chain has a supremum 

in X. A function between two cpos is continuous if it preserves the suprema of all 

w-chains. A cpo X = (X, 	with a least point L ('bottom') is called pointed. 

Definition 1.8 Let CPO denote the category of all cpos and continuous func-

tions, and CPPO the category of all complete pointed partial orders and contin-

uous functions. 

CPO and CPPO are cartesian closed: the product of two cpos is their set-

theoretic product with the product ordering. The exponential of two cpos is the 

set of all continuous functions between them, ordered pointwise. eval is function 

application. CPPO is a full subcategory of CPO. 	 I 0 

1.2 Toposes 

Set has another important property. Subsets of a set X stand in a 1-1 correspon-

dence with the characteristic functions on X, i.e. 2(X) 2. These notions can 

be generalized. 

Definition 1.9 Let C E C. A subobject of C is a monomorphism f : Co 	C. 

Definition 1.10 Let C be a ccc. A subobject classifier is an object Si E C 
and a subobject true : 1 	Si such that for all subobjects f : Co —+ C there ex- 

ists exactly one morphism Xf : C —p Si that makes the following diagram into a 

pullback. 	 - 
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Co  

!Xf 

1t 	true 

Q is likewise unique up to isomorphism. 

Example continued. 2 is a subobject classifier in Set. As true we can take 

the constant function Al. Given sets X0  c X the characteristic function of X0  

is defined on X as 

Xx0(X)l if xEX0  

Xx0 (X)0 if xX1  

r 

We now come to the main definition in this chapter. 

Definition 1.11 A ccc is an (elementary) topos if it has a subobject classifier. 

In Set we had 1'(X) 	2.  Similarly, in a general topos we can define the 

powerobject of C E C to be an object 2(C) together with a map 

eval : 2(C) x C -4 Q  

such that for every Co  E C and every map f : Co  x C -* f there is a unique 

map Af : Co  -p 2(C) such that the following diagram commutes. 

C0 xC 

AfXidc \f 

2(C)xC eval  

Note that this diagram is just a special case of the diagram for exponentials. 

We see that 2(1) 	ft 

Example. We have already seen that Set-is a topos. More generally, any model 

V of set theory can be turned into a topos. We give an indication of how this is 

done without going into details. 
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Objects are equivalence classes of sets in V. For v0, v1 e V 

V0 	V1 -* V = v0 = 

Morphisms in Homv([vo], [v1 }) are equivalence classes of functions in V. 

That is, for f E V 

f G Hom([v], [v1]) if V = f is a function from v0 to v1 

The terminal object is the (equivalence class of the) set {O}, products and 

exponentials are (the equivalence classes of) set theoretic products and 

function spaces as in Set. 

i The subobject classifier s defined as ci = [2(1)]. 

If ç is a set theoretic formula we have 

V-*OE{O} 

There is a 1-1 correspondence between 'truth values' and subsets of 1, i.e. Q. ci 

	

is therefore also referred to as the truth value object. 	 9 

1.3 Presheaves 

We are now going to concentrate on a particular class of toposes. A functor F 

from a category C into Set can be viewed as a variable set, F(C) giving its 

value at a stage C E C and F(f) the transformation of F(C0) into F(C1) for 

f : Co --~ C1. For reasons we do not wish to explain here, we shall consider 

contravariant functors, or functors F : C° --~ Set. 

Definition 1.12 Given a category C, the category Set 
Cop of presheaves over C 

has functors F : C° -+ Set as objects and natural transformations y F0 - F1 

as morphisms. 

We shall now give some examples of presheaves and show how a terminal 

object, products, exponentials and a subobject classifier can be defined in Set 
Cop 

making it into a topos. We omit the proofs that these objects have the right 

universal properties. 
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The constant functors. For every set X the constant functor AX maps 

objects C E C to X and morphisms f : Co  - C1  to the identity on X. 	0 

The Terminal object. This is defined to be the constant functor Al. 	0 

Subobjects. Subobjects are natural transformations 'y : F0 - F that are 
op 

monomorphisms in the category SetC.  The simplest subobjects are those where 

the natural transformation involved is the inclusion. We then write F0  C F1 . 0 

Products. Let F0 , F1  E Set ''. Their product F0  x F1  is defined pointwise. 

F0 xF1  : Co 	F0 (C0 ) x F1(C0 ) 

f 
	

I F0 (f)xF1 (f) 

C1 )-+ F0 (C1) x F1(C1 ) 

Coproducts. Let F0 , F1  e Set. Their coproduct is simply the co-construc-

tion of their product, namely 

F0 +F1 :C0 	F0 (C0 ) + F1 (C0 ) 

fF- I F0 (f)+F1(f) 

C1 i-* F0 (C1 ) + F1 (C1 ) 

U 

The same construction applies to limits and colimits in general. 

Now let a be an ordinal and {FlO}aQE  an --chain in Set'. Define 

U0Ea F 0  by setting for every C E C 

(U Fao )(C) A U (Fao(c)) 
oeoEa 	 coEc 

To describe the behaviour of U0E F10  on morphisms pick f : Co  -+ C1  and 

x G (Uc0€a F,,,.) (Cl ). Then for some a, E a 

x e F,,,, (Cl ) 

Set 

(U Fao )(f)(X) = F 1 (f)(x) 
o Ea 
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It is easy to see that this definition works. 

We have the following 

Lemma 1.13 Let {Fco}aoEc, be as described above. Then 

colimaoEFao = 	Feeo  - 
coEc 

Proof. 	Uao€ F 0  is the vertex of a co-cone with the inclusions as compo- 

nents. We have to verify that it has the universal property. So pick F E Set cop 

and transformations {i 	: F 0  —> F}aoEa  such that the corresponding diagram 

commutes. Pick C E C. We define the function 

Take x E UcO E& FaO (C). There is some a1  e a such that x E Fai (C). Put 

= 

i thus defined is a natural transformation and unique. 	 0 

Representable functors. Let C be a small category. Then for every C E C 

the functor 

Homc(—,C) C°—* Set 

for which 

Homc(—,C) : Co 	Homc(Co,C) 

fl '" 1 — of 
C1 F— Homc(Ci,C) 

is a presheaf over C. We call a presheaf over C representable if it is isomorphic 

to Homc(—,C) for some CE C. 	 0 

Exponentials. Let F0, F1  e Set' and C e C. Define 

Fro(C) = [Homc(—,C) x FO, F1] 

Thus Fr°(C)  are families {f10  F0(C0)4F1(C0)}f0:C0 _*C  of compatible functions 

indexed by morphisms with codomain C. 
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On morphisms Fr0 acts as follows. 

Fro(f: C0 C1)({gf1}f1.cc1) = {91 o fo}fo:CCo 

The functions in Fj"°(C) can be thought of as local sections or approximations of 

a function as seen from C. 

eval : FO x F0 - F is defined as 

eval(C)({ff0}f0.c0...c,x) = fidC (x) 

0 

The subobject classifier. 	In order to define this presheaf, we need the 

following concept. 

Definition 1.14 Let C E C. A C-crible is a family C of maps with codomain C 

which is closed under right composition, i.e. if f1 : C1 -+ C and f : Co -~ 

then 

fl ,(Z- C -p f1 o f e C 

Now we let 1(C) be the set of C-cribles and define 

l(f:Co— Ci)(C)={fo:C— CoIfofoeC} 

The cribles will turn out—under the right interpretation—to serve as truth val-

ues. Indeed for any object C e C the C-cribles ordered by inclusion form a 

complete Heyting algebra (c.f. Section 1.5). 11(f) : 11(C1) — 11(C0) is a struc-

ture preserving map for all f Co ' C1. 

We have yet to take care of true : 1 —* Q. At every C, this map simply picks 

{ f0 I f0 : Co---+C } from 11(C), i.e. the largest C-crible. 

0 

Powerpresheaves. From P(F) 11F and the construction of the exponentials 

we get for C e C 

P(F)(C) 11F(C) 

= [Homc(—,C) x F,11] 

In other words, P(F)(C) contains all families of sets 

{X f0 C F(C0)Jf.:CC  
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such that if f : Co  - C1  and f1 C1  -* C then 

F(f)(X11 ) C X11  

P(F) acts as follows on morphisms f : Co  — p C1. 

P(F)(f)({X fi } fi: c_+ci ) = {X1  o fo}f:C-4Co 

1.4 The Yoneda lemma 

We know that Hornc(—, C) is a presheaf over C for every C E C. This fact can 
op 

be used to embed C in SetC.  The embedding preserves limits and exponentials 

that might exist in C. 

Definition 1.15 The Yoneda functor Y : C --+ Set 
cop 

is defined by 

Y : Co 	Homc(—,CO ) 

f I '— p  lfo — 

C1  '—f  Homc(—,Ci ) 

ori+ke_kovt,i - ,cctS 
Recall that a functor is full if it is surjective'it is faithful if it is injective on the 

horn-sets. A subcategory of some category is full if the inclusion is full. We can 

now state the following lemma. The proof first appeared in [Yon54]. 

Lemma 1.16 The Yoneda embedding Y : C -* Set 
cop 

is full and faithful. 

Proof. Pick i : Homc(—,CO) - Homc(—,CI ) and f : C - Co. The follow-

ing diagram commutes by naturality of i. 

77 (CO) : Homc(Co,CO) - Homc(Co,Cl) 

—0 f t 	i — of 

Homc(C,Co) —f  Homc(C,Ci) 

By chasing idc0  around the square we obtain 

= ii(C)(id0 0 f) = ((C0)(id 0 )) 0 f 

So 77 is determined by its value at (i7(C0))(idc0). 	 El 

We have already remarked that Y preserves limits, hence terminal objects 

and products. It does not necessarily preserve colimits though. 

20 

El 
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1.5 Presheaves over partial orders 

A preorder P = (P, <) can be seen as a particularly simple category. P is the 

set of objects and <p is the set of morphisms, i.e. Homp(p0,p1) contains one 

morphism if Po 	Pi, and none otherwise. 

Composition of maps is defined by 

(Po 	p Pi) ° (Pi < P P2) (Po !~p P2) 

and total by transitivity of _<p. Reflexivity assures that the identity morphisms 

exist. 

If P is a partial order, isomorphic objects are equal. 

Here are some partial orders that will be used as categories. 

Von Neumann ordinals. For c an ordinal, set 

a = (a, cc,, ) 

Note that the points of an ordinal are ordered by inclusion, and not by e. 	0 

Lifted sets. Given a set X, its lifting X1 = (X1, L) is defined by 

X1 Xu{±} 

and 

x0 < x1 if x0 = x1 or x0 = I 

FE— . 

Open Open sets. The open sets C of a topological space (X, 0) ordered by inclusion. 

0 

Finite subsets. Given a set X let [X]<w denote its finite subsets. Let 

X 

x0 C x1 is read 'x1 extends x0' or 'x1 refines x0'. 	 0 

Sequences. For a an ordinal and X a set, let X' denote the set of all a-

sequences. Set 

x< ux° 
oEa 
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Let s0,s 1  be sequences from X 	If so C s, s  is said to extend .s. Let X 

denote the set of all sequences in X<a,  ordered by extension. 	 0 

X< is a tree. 

Trees. A partial order P = (F, p) is a tree if for all Po  e P the set 

IPE P  I p  5ppo } 

is well ordered. A tree is rooted if it has a minimum. The supremum on the 

cardinalities of its chains is its height, the supremum of the cardinalities of its 

antichains is its width. Let Po, Pi E P. Then Pi  is a successor of Po  if 

P is a-branching if the set of successors of every point is of cardinality a. A 

two-branching tree is called binary. 

Often we need to know more about a tree than its global width. w1  has global 

width w, yet for every no  e w the subtrees with underlying set { n I n 	no  } = 
{n0} is now only 1 wide. We shall therefore say that a tree P = (F, <_p) is of 

hereditary width a if for all Po C P the subtree { p e P I p >p  Po } is of width a. 

In this parlance 2<"  is a binary tree of height w and hereditarily w wide. 0 

Heyting algebras. 

Definition 1.17 Let Q = (cl, <) be a partial order. 0 is complete if every 

subset of Q has a supremum and an infim um. fl is a complete Heyting algebra 

(cHa) if it is complete and A distributes over V, i.e. if whenever x0 E Il, X C 

xoA(VX) = V{ x0 Ax I x  X } 

Let 1 (or T) and 0 (or I) denote the largest and least point in ft Define a new 

binary operation -f on 1 by setting 

x0 —x1 = V{xeIxAxoxi} 

and a unary operation - by 

Similarly we can define the unary operation -- on Q by 

= 

Double negation is an instance of a topology. 
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Definition 1.18 Let j 11 - li be a unary operation such that 

1.jT=T 

Vxli(jjx=jx) 

Vx,x Eli (j(x0  Ax1) = jx 0 Ajx1) 

For any set X, its powerset T(X) with inclusion as order is clearly a dlla. A 

topology on P(X) is a monotone, idempotent and fl-preserving function. 	0 

We quickly review some of the constructs in a presheaf topos where now the 

underlying category is a partial order P. First two helpful definitions. 

Definition 1.19 The lower closure .P0  of a set P0  C P is defined by 

Po {pEPpo EPo (p<p PO) } 

For p E P let J,p  denote t jpj. 

Definition 1.20 P0  C P is lower closed if P0  

If P is seen as a category, the lower closed subsets of j,p stand in a 1-1 relation 

with the p-cribles. 

Now let F0 , Fl.  E Set 
pop 

and p E P. Then Fr0 (p) is simply the set of j,p-

indexed families of compatible functions. Il E Set 
pop 

maps p E P to the set of 

all lower closed subsets of J,p. On morphisms Po  <p  Pi  the functor li acts as 

follows. Pick P1  E Q(p1) then 

li(p0  <p p1)(P1) = Pl  fi LPo 

It is time to look at an example. 

Example (Continuous R-valued functions). Let (X, 0) be a topological 

space with open sets C ordered by inclusion. Define the presheaf R of real-valued 

functions over C by setting for X0  E 0 

R(X0) A { continuous real valued functions on X0 } 

and for X0  C X1  and f : X 1  - R 

R(XO  C X1)(f) = fX 0  

Here fX0  is the restriction of f to X0  (c.f. Definition 2.17). 	 0 



Chapter 2 

Constructive set theory 

In this chapter we will give a brief presentation of that part of constructive set 

theory which we will use later on. For a general introduction to constructivism 

we refer to the comprehensive book by Troelstra and van Dalen [TvD88], which 

in its second volume also has a chapter on sets. The most complete bibliography 

of the constructive literature up to date is [Mul87]. 

2.1 The constructive predicate calculus IQC 

Remark. 	IQC stands for 'Intuitionistic Quantified Calculus' (rather than 

'Predicate') to distinguish it from the 'Intuitionistic Propositional Calculus'. We 

use 'Intuitionistic' and not 'Constructive' to avoid the classical 'C'. The names 

and much of the notation in this chapter are taken from [TvD88]. 	 0 

2.1.1 Syntax and axioms 

The language £IQC  of IQC consists of an infinite supply of individual variables 

Vars, the logical symbols I, V, A, -f, , V, brackets (,) and function and relation 

symbols {f}€ and {R'}jEW  for every arity n e w. 

Let us say a set is defined inductively if it is the smallest set meeting some 

condition. 

Thus define inductively the set of 121Qc-terms T by 

Vars C 

if {t0,... ,t_1 } CT then f(t 0,. -.,t_1) ET 

Similarly, the set of atomic formulas A is the smallest set such that 

24 
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.IeA 

if {t0 ,. .. ,t_1 } c 	then R(t0 ,. . 	E A 

Finally, the set of formulas F includes all atomic formulas and 

if {q5,} C)7  then {q A 	V 	-} CF 

• 
We abbreviate 	I to ç.  Let T 	I. 

The usual notions of binding, open and closed formulas apply. If we write 

q(x0,.. . 

it is implied that the free variables of q  are a subset of {x0,.. . ,x_1}. A sentence 

is a closed formula. Constants are function symbols of arity 0. q(y/x) means 

that every free x in 0 has been replaced by the new variable y. 

Now let S be a set of sentences. The consequence relation 

C 
[5]<W x S 

will be given by a natural deduction system. For details see [TvD88]. Put 

({ç,. .. 	E F-IQC 

if On  can be deduced from 	. ,On-1 using the following rules: 

 

F 	 F 

<AE> 	 <AE> 

170  F1[q] F2 [0] 	 F 

c 	 ___ 
<VI> 

C 
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F0 	F1  

I 	I 

<_I> 

F 	 F 

Vx 0 	 q(y/x) 
<VE> 	 <VI> 

(t/x) 	 Vx 

170 F1 [ç(y/x)] 	 F 

I 	I 	 I 
Rxq 	,b 

<aE> 	
q(t/x) 

Rxq 

F[q] means that 0 E F can be discarded. The following restrictions are placed 

on these rules: 

In <VE> and <I > t must be free for x in 0, i.e. no free variables in t. 

must get bound in 0 when it is substitued for x. 

In <VI> y must be new for F and q. 

In <SE> y must be new for IF, \ {(y/x)}, 0 and 0. 

< -LE > is the absurdity rule: if the absurd follows from a set of assumptions, 

anything follows. In the course of a not quite formal proof we shall use 

when we arrive at I, i.e. a contradiction. 

Of sentences q,. . . , 	we say that On  is a consequence of q,. . . 	or 

that On  can be proved from assumptions q,.. . , 	if 

({co,... ,n-1}'n) E 

or 'infix' 

'n1 F-IQC  On 

Usually we omit the outmost universal quantifiers of a sentence. 

For completeness we also add the following (standard) definitions: ç  is a 

theorem of IQC if 

12 

HIQC 
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A theory T is a set of sentences. The closure of T is the smallest set of sentences 

such that 

TcT 

{,.. . 	fl—i} C 	and 	. . , n—i 1IQC q entail q e T 

A set of sentences is a set- of axioms for a theory if they have the same closure. 

A theory T may only make use of part of the function and relation symbols 

of IQC. They will be referred to as the language £T  of T. 

Note that if the rule 'Reductio Ad Absurdum' 

<RAA> 

is added to IQC we get the classical predicate calculus QC. 

Alternatively, we could add the 'Principle of the Excluded Middle' 

<PEM> 

2.1.2 Two interpretations of IQC 

Behind the first interpretation—the Kripke interpretation—lies the idea of the 

creative mathematician who never errs, why not call her P.? During her creative 

hours, P. can construct new objects and add them to her domain of discourse, 

or she can verify statements about objects that are already in that domain. A 

day in the life of P. might therefore be charted as a tree T = (T, T)  where 

T is interpreted as temporal, and every point t E T has associated with it a 

domain Dt  and a list of statements 4bt  that have been verified (or proved) at this 

moment. We say a sentence 4 is forced at t if q e Ot. The fact that P. never 

makes mistakes is reflected in the requirement that 

Vt0,t1  E T (t0 T 1  - D 0  c D 1 ) 

Vt0,t e T (t0 5T 1 	to C OtJ 

Logical operators are interpreted in the following way. 
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J is never forced. 

q A 0 is forced at t if both 0 and 0 are forced at t. 

q V 0 is forced at t if either 0 or ib is forced at t. 

- 	 is forced at to if for all t1 _::~T to & is forced at t1 whenever 0 is forced 

at t1. 

Vx 0 is forced at to if whenever t1 ~!T to and d E D 1 then (d/x) is forced 

at t1. 

3x q is forced at t if there is a d e Dt such that q(d/x) is forced at t. 

In this interpretation <PEM> can fail. For T take 2. Let 0 be a formula forced 

only at 1. Then ç V - q is not forced at 0. If it were, either q or - would be 

forced at 0. 0 is not forced by assumption. So assume -i is forced at 0. Then 

is forced at 1, and by < E> I. For a strict definition we refer to 

section 2.2.7. 

To illustrate the second interpretation consider for every natural number the 

statement (n) 

2n + 4 is the sum of two primes. 

The Coldbach conjecture is the statement 

0(n) holds for all natural numbers n. 

For any n E w, we can decide with the help .of a computer in finite time whether 

or -i 0(n). Yet it is undecided—on 30 January 1990—whether Vn E w 

or -i Vn E w çb(n). 

One might wonder whether simpler relations might still behave classically. 

This is not the case, and an example to the contrary can easily be constructed: 

define for every n e w the natural number G(n) by 

G(n) A 0 if cb(n) 

G(n) 	n if-'q(n) 

The relation G(n) = 0 is decidable on w, yet we do not know whether 

Vnw(G(n)=0) 
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or not. 

The idea that a proof should be seen as an algorithm leads to the realizability 

interpretation. For details see McCarty's thesis [McC84]. 

Note that in the Kripke interpretation we do have 

Goldbach V -i Goldbach 

2.1.3 Some constructive theorems 

We shall give some constructively provable sentences. In general none of the 

implications below is reversible. 

Lemma 2.1 	1. 

. ( 	 ,' 	 'S 
(- 

3. 3. (v)(A) 

. 

5. (x 	) ,' ( Vx  ) 

6. (Vx 	) 	( 	x  ) 

Proof. 

Assume 0 and -i . By <- E> we get I, and by <- I> -- with -, 

discharged. 

Assume ç - , and - i/. From the first two we get 0 by <- E>, then 

by the same rule I from the last assumption. We get 	by <-i' I> 

discharging q  and by the same rule the result, discharging 

Assume -1 v - 0, q A 0 and -i q. From the second assumption we get 

by <AE >. Similarly, if we assume 	. Hence by <yE> I. Therefore, 

A ) by <- I>. 

Assume (0 V ) and . Then 0 V 0 by <VI>. Therefore 	. In 

the same way we get - '. The result follows by <Al>. 

Assume 3x - q, -i ç(y/x) and Vx q.  From the latter we get (y/x) by 

<VE>, and I by <- E> and can discharge -i  0(y Ix) by <SE>. We get 

the result by <- I>. 
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6. Assume Vx 	and ax 0. Assume (y/x). Then — 0(y/x) by <VE>. 
We discharge q(y/x) by <aE>. The result follows by <— I>. 

0 

We add another list of sentences, omitting the (straightforward) proofs. We 

shall want to refer to it later. 

Lemma 2.2 	1. --' ( V -i 

 

 

 

-- Vx q - Vx -- 

a -- -* -- Bx q 

2.2 Constructive Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory 

In this section we shall present the constructive version of Zermelo-Fraenkel set 

theory IZF and define a class of models for it. For a concise introduction to 

classical set theory and a list of the axioms of ZF we refer to Kunen's book 

[Kun80]. The material about IZF is widely scattered; the most complete account 

can again be found in [TvD88]. Another source is [McC84]. 

2.2.1 The system IZF 

The language of IZF has two binary relation symbols E and = and an unspecified 

supply C of constant symbols. We write x0 i4  x for - x0  = x1  and x X 

for - x E X. Also, Vx e X and ax E X stand for Vx (x E X -f  ...) and 
ax (x E X A .. .), respectively. A formula is restricted if it is provably equivalent 

to a formula in which all quantifiers are of the form Vx E X or ax E X. For 

readability's sake, we use a 'typed' notation, sets appearing to. the left of E 

(elements) will be denoted by small, those to the right (sets) by capital letters, 

and those one level up (families of sets) in caligraphy style. Of course this notation 

occasionally breaks down. 
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IZF is a first order theory with equality, i.e. the following axioms hold. 

*(=) < Existence > 

x = x < Reflexivity > 

x0  = x, -f x1  = x0  < Symmetry > 

(x0  = x1  A x1  = x2) -* x0.= x2  < Transitivity > 

(x0 =x1 Ax0 EX)—x1EX 

6.(X0 =X1  AxEX0)—xEX1  

These five axioms will be referred to as EQ. 

Lemma 2.3 For 0 a formula of IZF and x1  free for x0  in 

EQ HIQC x0  = Xi - ( 	q(x/x)) 

Proof. By structural induction. 	 El 

Here now is the list of axioms that are specific to IZF. We shall make use of 

the usual abbreviations. If x is a set let {x} denote the singleton containing x as 

its only point. It exists by < Pairing > and < Separation >. If X is a set and q 

a formula of IZF, there exists a unique subset X0  of 1K by <Separation>, such 

that 

x0  E X0  x0  E X A q(x0/x) 

This will be denoted by 

{xEX 1 0 } 

Next, for x0  a set, let { x0  10 } denote 

{XE{X} 10 } 

0 is the set { x I I }, which exists by < Existence > and < Separation >. x is 

X U {x}, the 'successor' of x. X0  C X1  means 

Vx E X0  (x E X1) 
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I. Vx (x E X0  -* x e X1) - X0  X1  <Extensionality> 

3X (x0  E X Ax1  E X) <Pairing> 

x0  Vx1  (x1  (=- X -p 1 C x0) <Union> 

3XO  Vx (x e X0  4-* (x E X1  A qf)) < Separation > 

3X Vx0  (x0  C x1  -* x0  e X) <Powerset> 

3X (0 e X A Vx E X (x e X)) <Infinity> 

(Vxo  E X0  3x, q) - X1  Vx e X0  3x, E X1  0 <Collection> 

VX (Vx e X q(x/X) -4 O(X)) -* Vx *b(x/X) <Induction> 

< Separation >, < Collection > and < Induction > are actually lists of axioms, 

namely one for every formula 0. 
We use the normal representation of the natural numbers in IZF, i.e. 0 = 0 

and n + 1 = 	The set of natural numbers, which exists by <Infinity> and 

<Separation>, will be denoted w. Finally, put 1 	P(1). 
Before turning to a discussion of IZF, we fix some definitions. Since IZF is 

strictly weaker than ZF, many classically equivalent notions break clown into 
different constructive ones, and some care has to be taken to find the most 
appropriate. 

A first example of this kind is the notion of being inhabited. 

Definition 2.4 A set X is nonempty if X 0. It is inhabited if 

Note that X j 0 -i- x (x E X). 

2.2.2 Decidability 

Properties that behave classically deserve a name. We have 

Definition 2.5 Let q)  be a formula of IZF and X a set. Then 0 is decidable 

on X if 

VEX(qV-'qf') 

By separation formulas determine subsets of sets. Hence the following 
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Definition 2.6 Let X0  C X. Then X0  is a decidable subset of X if 

Vx E X(x (=- X0Vx 0 X0) 

Since we shall be most concerned with equality on sets, we add one more 

definition for this special case. 

Definition 2.7 A set is discrete if equality is decidable on it. 

Decidable formulas have nice 'closure' properties. We have 

Lemma 2.8 Given decidable properties q(), '() on a set X, each of the fol-

lowing is also decidable on X. 

1. qA 

2.qV' 

3. 

Also 

J. I is decidable, and therefore also -1  0. 

Proof. 

1. Assume q  and b are decidable on X. Pick x E X. Instantiate to 

(x/x) V 

and 

çb(x'/x) V - 

By Lemma 2.2.3 we have either of 

q(x'/x) A 

(x'/x) A - 

- (x'/x) A '&(x/x) 

e - (x/x) A - 

The latter three imply - (ç(x/x) A '(x/x)), so always 

((x/x) A (x/x)) V - ((x/x) A b(x/x)) 

By <VI> we obtain the result. 
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Similar to 1. The first three cases in 1. imply (x/x) V (x/x), the last 

(ç(x/x) V 	so again 

((x/x) V (x/x)) V . ((x/x) V &(x/x)) 

Again glancing at 1., we have 

(( 
3

x./x) - '' 

if 

A b(x/x1) 

and 

in the other cases. Hence always 

Mx/x) - &(x/x)) V Mx/x) - 

The result follows by <VI>. 

follows from 3. 

Ii 

2.2.3 Stability and j-properties 

A somewhat weaker property than decidability is stability. 

Definition 2.9 Let 0()  be a formula of IZF and X a set. Then 0 is stable on 

Xif 

VEX(-- -'-- c) 

Definition 2.10 Let X0  c X. Then X0  is a stable subset of X if 

VxEX(-'-'xEXo —xEXo) 

We want to be more general. Let j : P(1) -p P(1) be a topology. Define a 

unary operator j (same name and also called 'topology'!) on the formulas of IZF 

by 

j()AOEj({O}) 

The proof of the following lemma is easy. 
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Lemma 2.11 1. jT T 

For all formulas of IZF 0 we have 

jjçb —*jq 

For all formulas of IZF qI and i we have 

We can introduce some useful concepts. 

Definition 2.12 	1. f : X - Y is j-dense in Y if 

Vy E Y (J* (y E f(X))) 

Let f X -+ Y. The j-closure of X in Y is the set 

x3 {yEYjj(yef(X)) 

X is j-closed if X = X. 

So a stable subset is the same as a -'-'-closed subset. 

Definition 2.13 A set X is j-separated if 

Vx0,x1  E X (j(x0  = x1) - x0  = x1) 

For a discussion of these definitions we refer to de Vries' thesis [dV89]. We should 

also mention that the concepts here defined in set theory have first been described 

'externally' in the language of category theory. The same is true of the notion of 

sheaf later on. For the categorical definitions see [Joh77]. 

2.2.4 Functions 

Definition 2.14 Let X, Y be sets. A partial function f from X to Y, denoted 

by f X - Y, is a subset of X x Y such that 

((x0 ,YO ) E f A (x1 , y1 ) e fAx 0  = x1) - y0 = Yi <Functionality> 

(x0 , y0 ) E f is written f(x0 ) = y0  or fx0  = y0 . f is defined at x e X if 

E Y (fx = y) 
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This will be denoted by fxj. and-i fxJ by fxl.  The domain off is 

domf{xEXIfx} 

The range ranf of f is Y. The image off is 

imf{yEYxEX(fx=y)} 

f is a (total) function if domf = X. This will be written as f X - Y. 

Hence f c X x Y is afunction if 

Vx e X Ty E Y (fx = y) 

Here we made use of the abbreviation 

!y e Y 

for 

y EY(qAVy0 EY(q(y0/y)—y0 =y)) 

We shall denote the space of functions f : X -* Y by Yx  or X = Y. 

Definition 2.15 Let f X -+ Y 

f is injective (f : X - Y) if 

Vx0 , x1  E X (f x0 = fx1  x0  = x1) 

f is surjective (f X -- Y) if 

Vy e Y 3x € X (fx = y) 

• 	f is bijective (f : X -- Y) if it is both injective and surjective. 

The definition of an injection is an example of how alternative formulations 

of a classical definition yield different constructive concepts. We can weaken the 

definition to 

Vx0,x1  E X (f X0 =  fx1  - -i-i = x1 ) 

or strengthen it to 

Vx0,x1  (E X (--- fx0  = fx1 -+ X0 = x1 ) 

and talk of weakly and strongly injective functions. 

Bijections preserve certain properties of sets. As an example we prove 
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Lemma 2.16 The image of a discrete set under a bijection is discrete. 

Proof. Take f X 	Y where X is discrete. Pickf(X). Then 

y J  = 	f 1(y) = f 1(y) 

and since equality is decidable on X, so it is on f(X). 	 a 

2.2.5 Restrictions and extensions 

Now we arrive at the definition of an innocuous looking (through classical eyes!) 

concept which will later exhibit a very unclassical behaviour. First, 

Definition 2.17 Let X0  c X 1  and f X1  -p Y. The restriction of f to X0  is 

fX0 ffl(X0 x Y) 

Conversely, we have 

Definition 2.18 Assume X0  C X1, Yo  C Y1  and f0 : X0 - Y0. Then the func-

tion Ii : X1  -+ Y extends f0  if 

10 has an extension in X1  ==> Y1  if there is a f1 : X1  - Y1  extending lo. 

Note that f1 extends  f0 if 

VxeX1 (xEXo — fox =fi x) 

and that f : X1  -p Y1  is an extension of a function in X0  = '0 (namely f fl 

(X0 xY0))if 

f(X0 ) c Y0  

In classical theory, if X0  C X1  and Y is not empty, then all functions 

f : X0  - Y have extensions in X1  = Y and they may have many different ones. 

This contrasts with the situation in constructive set theory where functions may 

have no or only one extension. Therefore the following definition will prove useful. 

Definition 2.19 Let X0  C X1. Then f : X1  -+ Y is determined by its values 

on X0  if it is the unique extension of fjX0. 
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Note that in Definition 2.18 we talk of f having an extension in X1  = Y rather 

than f having an extension to X1. The distinction is important: while there may 

not be enough points in Y0  to map the elements in X1  to, there might well be 

sufficiently many in Y1 . 

Definition 2.20 Let X0  C Y0,X1  C Yj  be sets. Put 

Ext(Xo cYo,Xi cYi){f:Yo —Yi IfXo cXi } 

In order to get used to the notions introduced above and for future reference 

we prove the following 

Lemma 2.21 Let X0  be a subset of X. Then f : X - Y is determined by its 

values on X0  if 

Vx E X (—'— x E X0)- 

equality is stable on Y. 

Proof. Let 	: X — Y be such that fX0  = fIX0, i.e. 

VxEX(xEX0 fx=f ix) o 

Take x'EX.We have 	x'eX0, hence -v-fx'= fl,  x',sofx'=  f l,  x'. 	0 

We shall revise more definitions later. Now let us turn to a brief comparison 

of IZF with ZF. 

2.2.6 IZF vs. ZF 

When trying to set up an axiom system for constructive set theory, one might be 

tempted to use ZF and reason in IQC. However, it turns out that some of the 

axioms in ZF are too strong, at least in the way they are usually stated. 

Foundation 

Looking at IZF one quickly notices the absence of the Axiom of Foundation 

x (x E X) — Rx e X (x fl X = 0) < Foundation > 

While <Foundation> may not be of relevance to the development of most of 

classical set theory, its absence becomes a necessity constructively. 
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Lemma 2.22 

IZF + < Foundation > HIQC <RAA> 

Proof. For q  a formula of IZF consider 

X =  to 10 } U {1} 

Assume <Foundation> and -'-' q. X is inhabited, hence we have 

3x (x EX AxflX=0) 

The only candidates for this are 0 and 1. 1 is ruled out since -- implies 

- 	 -1TOE(lflX) 

Therefore 

OeX 

and 0. 	 0 

<Foundation> has in fact been replaced by the classically equivalent, but 

constructively weaker <Induction>. Grayson explains in [Gra75] what can still 

be proved. 

Replacement 

The Axiom of Replacement in ZF 

(Vx0  E X0  Tx j  ç) - X1  Vx0  e X0  3x, E X1  0 <Replacement> 

has in IZF been strengthened to <Collection>. Friedman and Scedrov show in 

[FS83] that this strengthening is strict. 

Axiom of Choice 

Next we consider the Axiom of Choice. As one might by now expect, many of 

its versions are no longer provably equivalent in IZF. The following formulation 

is too strong. 

(VXEXx(xeX))—f:X--UX(VXeX(fXEX)) <AC> 

We have 
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Lemma 2.23 ([Dia85]) 

IZF+<AC> HIQC <RAA> 

Proof. Assume <AC> and -'- 0. Let 

Xo = IOU  {1q} 

and 

X1 = I  0 I } U {1} 

Put X = {X0,X1}. By <AC> there is a function 

f:XUX={0,l} 

such that 

f (Xi ) E Xi  for i=0,1 

q implies 

1 	 = 

hence 

-' f(X)= f(X1 ) 

Equality is decidable on {0,1}, so either 

f(X0)=f(X 1)=0 

or 

f(X0) = f(X 1) = 1 

If the former is true, 

0E{0jq}uIll 

hence q. In the other case 

1E{0}u{1I} 

and again q. 	 0 

<AC> has another formulation, which is equivalent even constructively. 

Definition 2.24 Let X, Y be sets. <AC-XY> is the following statement. 

For all IZF-formulas 0 the following sentence holds. 

Vx E X 3y e Y q(x,y) --4 3f : X—Y (Vs e X q(x,f(x))) 
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With this we have 

Definition 2.25 <AC> is the following statement. 

For all sets X,Y <AC-XY> 

Note that while in a model the Axiom of Choice might fail, particular instances 

will hold. 

It is high time to introduce some models of IZF and produce examples where 

classical logic fails. 

2.2.7 A class of models of IZF 

We shall now associate with every every category C a model VC  of IZF. First 
cop 

we define the domain V by building a set theoretic hierarchy inside Set. We 

first recall the classical construction by von Neumann. 

Define by induction on On the following sequence in Set. 

Definition. 2.26 

V0   
V 1 	P(V) 

	

vcv =  JJ V 	for a a limit 
aoEa 

Write v E V if 

aEOn(vEV) 

For an interpretation of ZF in V we refer to Kunen [Kun80]. From the same 

source we cite the following result. 

Lemma 2.27 

VI=ZF 

Recall that V is in fact a transitive model of ZF, i.e. we have 

vEV — vCV 

We now mimic this procedure and define by induction on On a chain of 
COP  

functors V in Set. This will be an instance of the general method of defining a 

universe and an interpretation of IZF in a topos, which can be found in Fourman's 

paper [Fou80]. 
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Definition 2.28 

V0  A,  O(—) 
17 = P(VC ) 

V 	colimaoEa V o  for a a limit 

Lemma 2.29 

Va0 , a1  E On (a0  C a1  -+ V C V) 

Proof. Let q(a) be the formula Vao  e On (a0  C a -* Vao  C Va). We prove 

Va E On 0 by induction. The cases q(0) and 4(1) are obvious. Now assume that 

Va0  E a (a0). We prove (a) by case inspection. 

If a is a limit, q(a) holds by Lemma 1.13. 

Let a > 2 be the successor of a. Assume q(a). First, let us show that 

for all C E C 

V"'-(C) C V(C) 

Take C E C and v E Va_(C). It is of the form 

{X f0  C V 0 (C0)} f0:C0C  

for some a0  e a. By hypothesis we have for all f0 : Co  -p C 

X f0  C V(C0 ) 

so 

V E P(V,_)(C) = Va(C) 

Next, we prove that for all morphisms f : Co  -+ C1  

Vc(f) = Va(f)lV(Ci) 

To see this, pick v E V,,-(Cl ). v is of the form 

1X 2  c Vao (C2 )1 j2. 2 _+ 1  

for some a0  E a. We have by induction hypothesis 

7)(V 0 )(f)(v) = 

{Xf 0 f2}f2:C2—Co 
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but also 

V,(f)(v) = 

P(V_)(f)(v) = 

{X1  o f21f2:C2 —+Co 

It emerges that for all limit ordinals 

= colim0€V0 = U 1'CIO 
o E c 

Lemma 2.29 permits the introduction of the following convention. 

Convention. We write v e V(C) for 

E On (v E V,(C)) 

The generalization to more complex contexts is straightforward. 

We turn to the interpretation of IZF in VC.  Set 

op VC = Set C(1,V) 

Constants c of £IZF are interpreted as global elements 

c E V C 

Conversely, we talk about the members of VC  in the language of set theory. 

Convention. We shall write c(C) instead of the cumbersome c(C)(0). 

The interpretation of formulas 0 is defined by a forcing relation Jf-A  between 

'stages' C E C and q  and with respect to an assignment A, i.e. for all x free in q 

A(x) e V(C) 

If A is an assignment of the free variables in qf at C, then Alf denotes its restric-

tion along f : Co  —+ C, i.e. for all x free in 0 

(AIf)(x) = V(f)(A(x)) 
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Also, if A is an assignment of the free variables in q  at C and v e V(C), then 

A{v/x} is A with the value of x replaced by v. 

Define inductively on the structure of 0 

	

C IFA  x0  e x1 	if 	A(x0 ) E (A(xl))jd 

	

C If-A  Co E ci 	if 	co(C) E (cl(C))jd 

similarly for the cases x E c and c E x 

	

C IPA  XO = Xi 	if 	A(x0) = A(x1 ) 

	

C If-A CO = c 	if 	c0(C) = c1(C) 

similarly for x = c 

C If-A 	never 

	

C If-A  0 A 	if 	C If-A  0 and C If-A 

	

C If-A  0 Vb 	if 	C IfA 0 or C If-A 

	

C VA0-0 	 if 	Vf0  : Co - C (Co If-A I fo 	Co FA  I f,, 

	

C If-A 3X 	if 	av e V(C) (C If-A{v/s} ) 

	

C IPA  Vx 0 	if 	Vf0  : Co - C Vv E V(C0 ) (Co  If-(A j f(, ){V/}  

We write 
VC =q  

if C If-A  for every C E C and assignment A. We have 

Theorem 2.30 For all categories C 

Vd I=IZF 

Proof. See [Fou80]. 	 70 

Note on double negation. Let C E C. There is a natural preorder 	on 

the arrows C in C with codomain C defined by 

focfi Af2(f1=f00f2) 
	

(2.1) 

We have 

C If-h 

if the set Co  of morphisms f : Co  - C with 

CO If-0 
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is cofinal in C, i.e. 

vfECafoECo(f - cfo) 

Therefore we shall say that cofinally 0 if -i- , rather than the clumsy not not 

0. 	 0 

2.2.8 Heyting algebras and forcing 

We shall indicate how 'forcing' is related to Heyting algebras. 

Let C be a category. For C E C let 11(C) be the set of C-cribles. Clearly 

11(C) is a cHa. Take a (constant free) formula q(x0,... , x,_) of IZF. We can 

define its truth value at C 

(C) : V'(C) —* 11(C) 

by setting 

C)(v0,. .. ,v_) 	{ 10 : CO 	C  I CO I{v/x}Ifo 0 } 

was defined in such a way that we have 

LJI(C)() = 0 

= 
= 

11(c)( 6) = 
Vx(C)() = 	A 	( 	A 	l[c(Co)(v/x,iIfo)) 

fo:Co—+C vEV(Co) 

= 	V 	q(C)(v/x,ii) 
vEV(C) 

2.2.9 Embedding V in VC 

We are now going to indicate how the classical universe V can be regarded as 

isomorphic to a submodel of VC.  Theorem 2.32 has been copied from [Be177] 

and its proof amended to suit our needs. 

We define for every v e V and C E C 

V (C) = {{ v(Co) I V0  E V }10}fo:Co—C 

We prove 
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Lemma 2.31 For all v E V 
v* E vc 

Proof. By induction on the membership relation on V. 

. For the base case pick C e C. Then 

0*(C) = { Of, }fo:Qo +C  E P(0)(C) c V(C) 

To establish naturality we calculate for f Co  —f C1  

V ( f )(0*(C1)) 

V(f){011 }11 . 1  = 

Of 0 f0 }fo:C_*Co  = 

0*  (CO) 

For the induction step assume that 

Vv0  e v1  (v E VC) 
O 

We have at C E C 

v(C) = {{ v(C) VO E Vi } f0 }fo:cQ —c 

First, for all Co  E C by hypothesis 

{v(Co) I Vo EV1 } c V(C0 ) 

Also, for f Co  —* C by hypothesis 

V(f){ v(C1 ) 1, vo E vi  } = 

{ v(C1 ) I V0 e v1  } 

therefore 

v1 (C) E V(C) 

Again we have for f : Co  - C1  

V(f)(v(C1)) = 

• V(f)l{ v(C) I v0  E V1 }f 1 }fl:ccl = 

it v(C) I vo E V1  

v(C0) 
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Members of VC  of the form v will be called standard. 

We have 

Theorem 2.32 	1. For v0, v1  E V 

v0 Ev1  if VC  =vv 

v0  =v1  if V=v=v 

C The map - is 1-1 from V into V 

For any restricted formula q(x0,. .. , x_) and any v0,. .. , v_1  E V 

ç(v/x) if VC = çb(v/x1) 

Proof. 

1. 	(a) If v0  e v1  then VC = v E v. 

Assume v0  E v1. Then for all C E C 

v(C)E{v*(C)IvEvl }=(v(C)) jdc  

therefore 

C F1— v E v 

and 
VC 1= v E v 

* (b) If v0  = v1  then VC = * = v1. 

Assume v0  = v1. Then for all C E C 

v(C) = { v*(Co) v E v0 }f:co—rc 

{ v*(Co) 
I V E V1 }f:CoC = v(C) 

So 

and again 
C* 	* V 

FU 
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(c) If V' = v e v then v0  E V1. 

If V = v0  = v1  then v0 = v1. 

In fact we prove the following, stronger statement. Let C e C and 

v0, v1  E V. Then 

C f-0 v e v - e 

and 

C f-0 v = v - v0 =Vi 

The proof is by double induction on the (well-founded) E-relation on 

v1. Set 

0(v1)Vv0 EV(C If-0 VEv—v0 Ev1) 

and 

0(v1)Vv0EV(C I10 v=v 	v0  =v1) 

We have to prove 

Vv e V q(v) 

and 

Vv e V (v) 

It is clear that (ø) and b(0). For the induction step pick C E C and 

assume 

Vv0  e v1  q(v0) 

Vv0  E v1  

and for v0  E V 
i. 

C f-0 v E v 

This last assumption is equivalent to 

V0  (C) E (v(C))jdC  = { v*(C) I v  E Vi } 

Therefore for some v e v1  

C If-0 v = v  

so by induction hypothesis v0  = v and v0  e v1. 
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C IFO  v=v 

This is equivalent to 

v(C) = v(C) 

or unscrambled 

it v(C0)  I V E v0 }j}i:o—  = It v*(Co) V E V1 }f}f:coc 

which implies specifically that 

{v*(C)Ivevo } jdc ={v*(C)lvEvl } jdc  

It follows that 

Vv e v0 (v*(C) E { v*(C) I v E v1 }1d) 

or 

VvEv0(C 1-0 
v*Ev) 

hence by induction hypothesis 

Vv E v0  (v E v1) 

In the same manner we also obtain 

Vv e v1  (v E v0) 

therefore by extensionality v0  = v1. 

follows from 1. 

We shall prove the following statement. 

For any restricted formula qf(x1), any vi  e V and C E C 

ç(v/x) if C f-0 q(v'/x) 	 (2.2) 

From this claim 3. clearly follows. 

We prove (2.2) by structural induction on q. 

(a) For 0 atomic the statement holds by 1. 
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If 0 is I, a conjunction, disjunction or implication, the step is easy. 

Let 

3xEx0 bEx(xEx0 Ab) 

For vi  E V assume 0(v/x2). Then there is a v e V such that 

(x E x0  A ')(v/x,v/x) 

By (a) and (b) and the induction hypothesis we obtain 

C JF0  (x E x0  A b)(v*/x,v/xj) 

hence 

C f-{(c)/} (x E x0  A 0)(v/x) 

and 

C JF0  3x (x E xo  A 0)(v/x) 

Now assume for vi  E V 

C JF0  3x(xEx0 A0)(v/x) 

Then there is a x' such that 

E (v(C))jd = { v*(C) I V E V0 } 

and 

C lf-{'/} (x E x0  A )(v/x) 

Hence there is a v E v0  which by transitivity is in V and such 

that such that 

C f-{(c)/ } (x E x0  A 0)(v/x) 

therefore 

C JF0 (xExoA)(v*/x,v/x) 

and again by (a), (b) and the induction hypothesis 

(x E x0  A )(v/x,v/x) 

The result follows. 
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(d) Let 

For vi  e V assume 

Vx (x E X -* 	 (2.3) 

Pick f Co  - C and x' such that 

E (v(Co))jdC  = { v(C0 ) I v E v0  } 

There is a v E v0  such that 

XI = v(C0)  

We have by (2.3) 

/'(v/x, v./x 2 ) 

hence by induction hypothesis 

Co IFO i/,(v*/x,v/x) 

and 

Co 

therefore by (2.4) 

Co fix,/xi (v/x) 

and the result follows. 

Now assume 

C IFO  Vx(xex0 —*'çb)(V/x) 

Pick vV such that vEv0. We have 

C JF0 (xExo)(v*  Ix,  v/x) 

therefore 

C If-0 
b(v*/x,v/x) 

and by induction hypothesis 

L' (v/x, v/x2 ) 

The result follows. 
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I' 

We make explicit a property of v which we have repeatedly used in the above 

proof. 

Lemma 2.33 Let C E C, v E V and y such that 

C 	X E v 

Then there exists a v0  € v such that 

C f- 	X = V0  

Proof. Immediate from the definition of v". 

2.2.10 Classical sets 

Can the standard sets in a universe VC be described axiomatically? I do not 

know. A step towards a description is the following definition. 

Definition 2.34 A set X is pseudo-classical if 

VX0 CX(VxEX(xEX0 VxX0)—* 

xEX(xEX0)V-'2xEX(xEX0)) 

A pseudo-classical set also satisfies the following condition. 

Lemma 2.35 Let X be pseudo-classical. Then 

VX0 c X(VxEX(xEX0 VxX0)—

VxEX(xEX0)V-'VX(Z- X(xEX0)) 

Proof. Assume X to be pseudo-classical. Pick X C X. Assume 

VxEX(xEX0 VxX0) 	 (2.5) 

Then also 

Vx e X (x e X V x 0 X) 

Therefore by pseudo-classicality of X 

xEX(xEX)V-ixEX(xEX) 
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The first option implies 

the second 

so by (2.5) 

-1  Vs E X (x E X0) 

Vs 	X -i-i  (x E X0) 

Vs E X (x E X0) 

IN 

Lemma 2.36 Let X, Y be pseudo-classical. Then X x Y is pseudo-classical. 

Proof. Pick Z' C X x Y such that Z' is decidable. Define 

X0 	{ sEX 13y e Y ((x,y) E Z') } 

We have by pseudo-classicality of Y and decidability of Z' that for every x E X 

the statement 

3y E Y ((X, Y) e Z') 

is decidable, therefore X0  is a decidable subset of X. We get by pseudo-classicality 

of  

3xeX(xeX0)V-3xEX(xEX0 ) 

which implies 

x E X 3y E Y((x,y) E Z') V 	x E X 2y E Y ((X, Y) E Z') 

The following lemmas will help to explain the term 'pseudo-classical'. 

Lemma 2.37 Let X be pseudo-classical and O(x) be decidable on X. Then 

ax E X V ax E X 

Vs E X V - Vs E X q 

Proof. Immediate from Definition 2.34 and Lemma 2.35. 	 0 
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Lemma 2.38 Let X be pseudo-classical, R2  C X decidable relations on X and 

a formula having Ri  as relation symbols and quantifiers of the form 3x E X 

and VxX. Then 

VEX(qV -iq) 

Proof. By induction on the structure of 0 and Lemmas 2.8, 2.36 and 2.37. 0 

In order to get used to pseudo-classical sets, we prove some lemmas that 

indicate their usefulness. 

Lemma 2.39 If X is pseudo-classical and X0  a decidable subset of X then 

-'-'*cEX(xEX0)--xEX(xEX0 ) 

Proof. Assume - 	E X (x e X0 ). X0  is a decidable subset of X, therefore 

xEX(xEX0)V-i2xEX(xEX0 ) 

The latter case is ruled out since X0  is nonempty. Therefore it is inhabited. 	0 

Since X is a decidable subset of itself, we get as an immediate consequence 

Corollary 2.40 If X is pseudo-classical then 

-'-i x (x E X) -4 x (x E X) 

Lemma 2.41 For any sets X0 , X1 , if X0  is pseudo-classical and X1  is discrete, 
A0  then X1  is discrete. 

Proof. Take f, f : X0  -+ X1. We have 

Vx E X0  (f(x) = f(x) V f(x) f, W) 

By pseudo-classicality of X0  we have 

Vx E X0  (f(x) = f, (X)) V Vx E X0  (fo  (X) = f, (X)) 

hence the result. 	 0 

Lemma 2.42 Let X0  be pseudo-classical, X1  discrete. Then for any two func-

tions fo, fi X0  -+ X1  

fo J  fi - 	E X0  (f0(x) f1(x)) 
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Proof. Pick f, f X0  X. Assume f 	f, i.e. 

	

-1 Vx E X0 Yo'  (x) = f" W) 	 (2.6) 

We have by discreteness of X1  

Vx e X0  (f(x) f(x) V 	f(x) = f(x)) 

hence by pseudo-classicality of X0  

x E X0  (f (x) f" W) V  3  € X0  (f (x) 54  f l,  W) 

The second option and discreteness of X1  entail 

VxEX0 (f(x)=f(x)) 

which is ruled out by (2.6). The result follows. 	 0 

Remark. The definition of a 'pseudo-classical set' appears to be new. The 

weaker Markov Principle however is well known in constructive mathematics. 

Definition 2.43 For X a set let MP(X) be the statement 

VX0 CX(Vx EX(xEX0 VxX0)- 

-- 	e X (x e X0) - 	€ X (x e X0)) 

I. 

We have already seen (Lemma 2.39) that MP(X) holds for all pseudo-classical 

sets. It may be interesting to note that in the realizability model w satisfies MP 

although it is not pseudo-classical (cf. [McC84]). 

Note that in spite of the lemmas above, pseudo-classical sets may still be quite 

confused. A set X may only have the empty set and itself as decidable subsets. 

In this case Definition 2.34 does not say very much about X. We therefore add 

a minimal requirement. 

Definition 2.44 A set X is classical if it is pseudo-classical and discrete. 

We have 

Lemma 2.45 Standard sets are classical. 
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Proof. Standard sets are discrete by Lemma 2.32.3. To prove pseudo-classica-

lity let C be a category. Pick v € V. We have to prove that in V C 

xEv*(xE X)V 'xEv*(xE X)) 

So pick CeC,f 0  : C0 —C and Ysuch that 

co 	fy/xl X c v 

Let f1 : C1  - Co  and assume 

C1 1f{Y/X}If 
VxEv*(xEXVxX) 

We have two cases: 

for all f2 : C2  - C1  and y E v*(C2) 

C2 	 ° f2){Y/X} X E X 

Then 

C1 f-{y/x}If 	x € v (x € X) 

2. there is a f2 : C2  - C and a y e v*(C2)  such that 

C2 1{Y/X}I(fi 0 f2){y/x} X E X 

By Lemma 2.33 there is a v0  E v such that 

C2 	{Y/x}I(f, 0 f2) V0  E X 

and by decidability of X 

C1 f-{Y/x}1f1 V(  € X 

hence 

Cl 1{Y/X}If, x E v (x E X) 

Lii 
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2.3 Some counterexamples 

We are now in a position to prove the independence from IZF of some classical 

theorems. This will be done by giving models VC of IZF in which the sentences 

fail. We introduce the following notation. 

Notation. Let P be a partial order with a top and P0 a downward closed subset 

of P. Let f P0 - w be such that 

Po :~p Pi 	f(po) = f(pi) 

Then { f J P0 } denotes the smallest set X in V1 such that 

P I k f(p)eX ifpEP0 

Definition 2.46 Let q be a classical theorem and V C a model of IZF. 

. VC is a weak counterexample to 0 if 

Vç 

VC is a strong counterexample to q if 

Lemma 2.47 

IZF V V ((-- 0 - 	- (- V 

Proof. Consider the model V2 . Let be a sentence forced at 0. Then 

( -v- 	- q) is forced at I, but (-' V -i-i q) is not. 	 0 

Lemma 2.48 

IZF 

Proof. Consider the model y20P• Let q be a sentence forced at 1.. Then 

(- 	V - q) is forced at 0, but (--i- - q) is not. 	 0 
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Lemma 2.49 

IZF V -Vnewq(n)—nE--'q(n) 

Proof. Take the model VW°P  and q(n) such that çb(n) is forced at In. Then 

- Vn E w 0(n) is forced everywhere, but 3n E w - ç(n) nowhere. 	 D 

Lemma 2.50 There is a model V C  and a set X E V C such that 

C V 	= - Vx0, x1  E X (x0  = x1  V x0  x1 ) 

Proof. Consider the model Vwop  . For n E w define X E 
Vwop by 

X. = 111 In} 

We have for all X 
VW°P X E  P(1) 

Also for every n E w 

12 1yo  X = X 1  v X, 

hence for all n E w 

n 11-10 Vx0,x1  E P(1)(xo  = x1  V x0 	x1) 

and 

V' 
op 
	Vx0,x e P(1) (x0  = x1  V x0  x1 ) 

What can be said about the categories C that have the property that there 

exists an X E VC  such that 

VC 	Vx0,x1  e X (x0  = x1  V 	= 

This is answered by the following 

Lemma 2.51 If for a category C there is an X e V   such that 

VC 	Vx0, x1  E X (x0  = x1  V x0  x1) 

then for all C E C and for all f0 : Co - C there exists a ft: C— C such that 

fc f0. 
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Proof. Recall the definition of >- (2.1). Assume 
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C II- -'Yxo,x1 EX(xo =x1 V-xo =x1) 

This means that for all f0 : Co  - C 

Co fl-/Vx0,x1 EX(x0 =x1 V--xo =XI ) 

i.e. there exist a 11 : C1  -+ C, 11  tc  fo  and Yo € X(C1) such that 

C1  IW{y//zj} XO  = x1 	 (2.7) 

and 

C1 Ib1{VOf..dl/Xl) zoo X1 	 (2.8) 

From (2.7) and (2.8) we deduce that there is a morphism 12  C2  -' C such that 

f2cficfoand 
C2 {//zi)Jf --O = Xl  

where f2 =f3 of. 	 0 

Similarly we could prove the next 

Lemma 2.52 If for a category C there is an X E VC such that 

VC 	Vx0,x1  E X (x0  x1  V 	x0  = x1) 

then for all C € C and f0  Co  -p C there exist f1 : C1  -* C and f2 : C2 --+ C 

such that f1 >-c fo, f2 -c f0 and  f1 and  f2 are incompatible, i.e. there is no 

f3 : C3  - C such that f3 >- f1 and  f3 >-c 12. 

So, if C°' is a tree, it will have hereditary width at least w. 

There is a class of sentences that will impose an even greater lower bound. 

We state without proof 

Lemma 2.53 Let P be a tree, a E V an infinite cardinal. Then if 

V 
pop  H 3X(a*CXAVxoEXxiEX(xoxi)) 

then P has hereditary width at least a. 

2.4 	Further revision of some classical concepts 

We use functions to compare the size of sets. 
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Definition 2.54 Let X, Y be sets. 

x 	if if(f : Xr.Y) 

X 	if If (f X'—+Y) 

X--< Y if XYAX~6Y 

Classically we have the Schröder-Bernstein Lemma. 

Lemma 2.55 

ZF FQC X -<YAY --<X -- XY <SB> 

Proof. See for instance [Kun80]. 	 A 

Constructively <SB> does not hold. As a counterexample take 
y20P• 

Pick 

a sentence 0 forced at 1 and consider the sets w and w U { w 1 0 }. Evidently 

the inclusion is a monomorphism from w to w U { w q }. In the other direction 

define f by 

f(n)=n+1 fornEw 

and 

f(w) A, 0 

It is clear that there cannot be a bijection between the two sets. 

We can prove something stronger. 

Lemma 2.56 

IZF + <SB> + w is classical HJQC <PEM> 

Proof. Given q, take again the sets w and w U { w 10 }. There are injections 

in both directions. Now assume there is a bijection 

f : wc)wU{wq} 

We have 

Lo E im(f) -* In E w (fn = w) 

Equality is decidable on w U {w}, hence q(n) fn = w is a decidable relation 

on the classical set w, therefore 

In e w (fn = w) 

is decidable and so is 0. 	 0 

It may now almost come as a pleasant surprise that another lemma related 

to size still holds. 
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Lemma 2.57 (Cantor) For all sets X 

X-.<'P(X) 

Proof. It is clear that X can be mapped injectively into P(X). Assume there 

exists a bijection f : X '-+* 'P(X). Consider the subset of X 

XO 4 { x e X I x fx 

X0  is the image of a point x0  E X. Assume 

x0efx0={x eXIxfx} 

We have a contradiction. Therefore 

xo  V  fx 0  

but then 

x0 E{xEXxfx}=fx 0  

Another contradiction. We see that there is no bijection. 	 0 

Now we go over to the question of ordinals. We remark that the usual classical 

definition does not work. First two auxiliary notions. 

Definition 2.58 A set X is transitive if 

Vx e X (x C X) 

Definition 2.59 Let R be an anti-reflexive, transitive binary relation, on a set 

X. R is a well ordering if every nonempty subset of X has an R-least member. 

Definition 2.60 (classical) An ordinal is a s-well ordered, transitive set. 

The reason for avoiding this definition lies in the somewhat surprising fact that 

constructively only the empty set can be well ordered. 

Lemma 2.61 Let X be a nonempty set. Then 

IZF + 3R such that R well orders X ',QC <RAA> 
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Proof. Let R be a well ordering on X. There is an R-minimum x e X. Assume 

q. Then 

X0 X\{x}U{xI} 

is a nonempty subset of X and has an R-minimum x0. -'- q implies -- X = X0, 

so -- x = x0. As x is the minimum and we do not have xRx0 , it follows that 

	

x = x0. Therefore x E X0  and 0. 	 0 

We propose an alternative—and as always classically equivalent— definition 

of our ordinals. At least we manage to salvage one of their most important 

characteristics. 

Definition 2.62 (constructive) Let X be a set. X is an ordinal if it is transi-

tive and induction can be done on it, i.e. for all set theoretic formulas (x) with 

x0  free for x 

Vx E X (Vx0  e x (X0/X) - ç) -* Vx E X ç 

The class of ordinals will be denoted On. 

The natural numbers and w are ordinals. 

We might now be tempted to define some notion of cardinality of sets in 

terms of ordinals. The following definitions and notes show that there are already 

considerable problems at a low level. 

Definition 2.63 Let X be a set. It is 

strictly finite if 3n E w 3f 	(f : n 	X) 

finite if 3n E w 3f (f : n -) X) 

subfinite if an a (N c n A 3f (f : N -± X)) 

countable if 3f (f : w -))X) 

subcountable if 3N (N C w A 3f (f N -+ X)) 

infinite if 3f (f : w 	X) 

Subfinite sets are—as their name suggests—subsets of finite sets. They have 

the closure properties classically attributed to finite sets. For more information 

we refer to Grayson [Gra78]. 

The distinction between the various degrees of finiteness is relevant. We have 

for example 
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Lemma 2.64 

IZF + Vx (x is subfinite - x is finite) 'IQC  <RAA> 

The proof of this lemma appears in [McC84]. 



Chapter 3 

A-calculus and combinatory logic 

In this chapter we are going to look at the languages of the )-calculus and 

combinatory logic, and we define some theories and, models. 

The standard text on the (untyped) )-calculus is the book by Barendregt 

[Bar84]. Koymans worked on models ([Koy82] and [Koy84]). See also Bethke's 

thesis [Bet88]. The connection between the typed theory and ccc's is established 

in the work of Lambek and Scott [L586]. 

3.1 The syntax of the A-calculus 

We start with the typed calculus. 

Definition 3.1 Let F be a nonempty set of (ground) type symbols. The set of 

types E over F is defined inductively by 

.FcE 

if co, a1 E then (a0 —a1)E> 

For the rest of the chapter let E be a fixed set of types. 

Definition 3.2 4 s-typed set is a >-indexedfamiliy of mutually disjoint sets. 

If X is a s-typed set, write x e X for x E 	 x is of type a (x : a) if 

X E X°  

Remark: We shall use the term 's-typed' in various contexts. Thus we shall 

for example speak of a s-typed function to mean a s-typed set f = {fU}EE 

such that each f is a function. 	 0 

64 
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Now let C be a s-typed set of constants, Vars a E-typed infinite set of vari-

ables. The language 
£\(C) 

 of the E-typed )-calculus is made up of C, Vars, 

brackets (,) and the abstractor A. 

The terms AE(C)  of the calculus are s-typed and defined inductively by 

CcA(C) for all a 

Vars' C AU(C) for all a E E 

if to  E A""' (C)and t1  c A" (C) then (t0t1 ) E A" (C) for every 

a0, a1  E E 

if x E Vars" and t E A(C) then (\x.t) E Aaol(C) for every 

00,01 E 

We omit the type of a term if it is of no importance or can be inferred from 

context. 

There is a notion of binding of variables in )-terms. The set of free variables 

FV(t) of a term t is defined inductively on the structure of t as 

FV(c)=O for cEC 

FV(x) = {x} for x E Vars 

FV(t0t1) = FV(t0) U FV(t) 

FV(\x.t) = FV(t) \ {x} 

Let (AE)o(C)  denote the set of closed terms, i.e. terms t with no free variables. 

Terms that only differ by the names of the bound variables will be treated as 

identical (a-equivalence). 

Terms can be substituted for free variables in other terms. Let t0(t1 /x) denote 

to  with every free occurrence of x replaced by t1. Rename variables in t1  to avoid 

capture. 

Let us agree to write t0t1t 2  for (t0t1)t2, and Ax.t0t1  for )%x.(t0t1). 

3.1.1 The untyped calculus 

We shall regard this as having only one type, hence there is only one set of 

constants, variables etc. Terms A(C) are defined as above, without mention of 

types, so that one of the term forming rules will now read 

0 if to  E A(C) and t1  e A(C) then (t0t1 ) E A(C) 
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3.1.2 )(C)-theories 

Remark. The definitions and results in the remainder of this chapter, although 

stated for the typed calculus, apply also to the untyped version, and we shall use 

them in an untyped context. 	 0 

Definition 3.3 A XE(C)theory  is a set of equations between AE(C)terms  of 

the same type. 

Purely to enhance readability, we shall sometimes place equations inside the 

delimiters 11. Here now is the definition of the basic AE(C)theory. 

Definition 3.4 A/3i (C) is the ,\ (C)-theory inductively defined by 

It = t  E A/311E(C) <Reflexivity> 

if Ito = ui e )q3llE(C)  and It1 = t2  E Ai3i(C) 
then I to = t21 E A0(C) <Transitivity> 

ifto = t1  I E )j377(C) then It, to  I E A,3(C) < Symmetry > 

j. if Ito  = t1 1 E AJ377 E(C) and It2  = t3 , E A377E(C) 

then It0t2 = t1t31 E 	E(C) <Application> 

if Ito  = t1 I E )s.,87(C) then I,\x.to  = Ax.til e A/3i(C) <> 

1 (kx. to) t1  = to(ti /x)I E A,377 ;  (C) </:3> 

IAx.tx = tI e Af377(C) if x 0 FV(t) <> 

If T is a theory 

,X/3i(C) + T H to  = t j  

means that Ito  = t1  I can be derived from the axioms in A/3i(C) and T using 

the rules of equality and . Call a theory T inconsistent if for all terms to, 41  

A37(C)+T I- t0 =t1  

Two terms are incompatible relative to T if T is consistent and T U {t0  = t1 } is 

not. Two terms are incompatible if they are incompatible relative to 0. 
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Remark. We defined a theory as a 'set' of equations without speciflying where 

this set 'lives'. It would be quite reasonable to assume that a AE(C)theory  is a 
set in a constructive universe. Hence we cannot in general assume that, e.g. 

Af3(C) + T H t0  = t1  or Af3(C) + T V to = t1  

i.e. neither T nor the set of its consequences need be a decidable subset of the 
set of all equations. However, since we wish to start out from a classical theory 
and define constructive models for it, we shall assume that T is a decidable. 	fl 

We shall now give a well known result that can be proved constructively. It 
concerns the existence of fixed points in the untyped theory. 

Lemma 3.5 Every term to  E A(C) has a fixed point, i.e there is a term t1  such 

that 

)37(C) H t0t = t j  

Proof. Let 
(Ax.t0(xx))(Ax.t0(xx)) 

Then 

).437(C) H t1 	(Ax.to(xx))(Ax.t0(xx)) = t0((Ax.t0(xx))(Ax.t0(xx))) 	t0t 

In the next section we shall show how the abstractor A can be eliminated by 
translating A-terms into terms of combinatory logic. 

3.2 Combinatory logic 

Combinatory logic provides an alternative to the A-calculus. It is equational 

(although we shall occasionally trespass into first order logic), hence all model 
theoretic results from equational logic can be applied to it. Again we start by 
describing the language. 

Let C be a s-typed set of constants and Vars a E-typed set of variables. The 
language £L(C)  of combinatory logic is made up of C, Vars, brackets (,) and 

a constant ft
Uo ,T1  of type (cr0  —* (o —f oo)) for every go,a1  E 

a constant .s °'" 2  of type (0`0 " (a1 - a2)) —* ((go ' a1) - (a0 ' a2)) 

for every a0, a1, a2  E 
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s-typed terms CLE (C) of combinatory logic are defined inductively by 

CU C  CLC(C) for every o e 

Varsa C  CLU(C) for every o E E 

kU0,o e CLU0 	0)(C) for every uo, 011  € E 

s U0,U1,U2 e CL 0  U12((C0_1)o_4a2))(C) for every o0, al,  a2  E 

if to  e CLUol(C)  and t1  E CLCO(C)  then (t0t1) e CLUI(C)  for every 

Analogous to the definition of (C)-theory is that of a theory of combinatory 

logic. 

Definition 3.6 A CLE (C)-theory is a set of equations between CLE (C)-terms 

of the same type. 

Definition 3.7 Let CLE (C) be the CLE (C)-theory having as axioms and rules 

It = tj E CL(C) <Reflexivity> 

if Ito  = t j I E CL(C) and It, = t2 E CLE(C) then Ito = t2l e CLE(C) 
< Transitivity > 

if Ito  = t j I E CLE(C)  then It, = to l e CLE(C)  <Symmetry> 

j. if Ito  = t j I E 	CLE(C)  and It2 = t3l E CLE(C) then It0t2 = t1t3 	CL(C) 

k°°'tt1  = to l E CLE(C) for to  : 00 —4 a, t1  : oo  

I170C10'2ttt = tot2(t1t2)I E CLE(C) for 

ao 	" (a 	a), t1  : 0'0  ' a, t2  : 0'0 

The CL-equivalent to rule <ij> in the A-calculus is as follows. 

If Ito x = tixI E CLE(C) then Ito  = t j I E CLE(C) provided that 
xFV(t0t1) <ext> 

If T is a CLE(C)theory  write 

CLE (C) + < ext > + T H t0=t 
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if to  = t1  can be deduced from the axioms in T and the axioms and rules in 

CLE(C) and <ext>. 

Define i = skk. This is actually a list of definitions. From now on we shall 

assume that equations like this one are well typed. We have 

CLE(C) F- ix = x 

so i acts as a left identity on terms. 

We can simulate abstraction in CLE (C) by defining inductively for every 

x e Vars a function 

<x>: CLE(C) 	CLE(C) 

by 

S <X>X=Z 

. <x> t = kt if t does not contain x 

<x> t0t1  =8(<X> t0)(<x> t1 ) 

Now we can give a translation of AE(C)terms  into  CLE(C)terms  and vice versa. 

Definition 3.8 The function CL : AE  (C) 	CLE(C)  is given by 

S CCL = C 

S XCL = X 

(totl )CL = (to)CL(tl )CL 

(Ax.t)CL =<x> (tcL) 

Definition 3.9 The function -, : CLE(C) 	AE(C) is given by 

CA = C 

= X 

k A  = ) xy.x 

SA = ,\xyz.xz(yz) 

(totl ) A  = (t0)(t1) 
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We have (see [Mog88]) 

Lemma 3.10 	1. CLE(C) F- t = (tA)CL 

A/377E(C) F- t = (tcL) A 

CL(C) + <ext> + T H to = t 	A/3(C) + TA H (to)A = 

An analogous result exists for the untyped calculus. 

3.3 Combinatory algebras 

The )-calculus is supposed to be a theory of functions. Unfortunately the pres-

ence of abstraction makes the definition of models rather awkward. Combina-

tory logic on the other hand lacks this intuitive appeal. However, since it is an 

equational theory (possibly upgraded to first order), we already have some in-

formation about its models. The following definitions are taken from [Mey82]. 

Again, we shall only treat the typed case. The 'untyped' definitions are then 

straightforward. 

For the remainder of this chapter let C be a fixed Ed-typed set of constants. 

Definition 3.11 A E-typed combinatory algebra (ca) over C is a structure 

U = (U, .u, k, SU, CU) 

where 

U is an inhabited s-typed set, the underlying universe 

'U - I 	
. 

Uao 	--+x U° ~ U° I o, al e E } is application 1U 

—(c1 k{k°'°1 EU c7o 	—uo) o,cr1E} 

SU = S 	2 E U 	(12 	 1) 2)) 
0'01 11 u2 e 	} 

CU E U for c E C 

and 
CLE(C) H to = t1 - U to = tj 

that is 

Vu0 E UUO . . . 
	 e U' (to(u/x1))u = (ti (u/x))u 

where; is of type a, and FV(t0t1) C {xo,. . . 
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If U is a Ca, we sometimes use JUJ to denote the universe of U. 

Remark. This definition of a combinatory algebra U does not assume that the 

underlying universe is a family of classical sets. In the following chapters U will 

be a family of sets in some model V of IZF. 

UI=to=tl 

will then be interpreted as 

V = Vtt0  E U°  . . . 	U°1  (to(u/x2)) = (ti (u1/xj)u  

Definition 3.12 Let U be a >-typed ca over C. The theory Th(U) of U is the 

set of equations that hold in U. 

We add a related definition. 

Definition 3.13 Let T be a CLE(C)theory,  U a E-typed ca over C. Then U is 

a fully abstract model of T if T = Th(U). 

In model theory the usual expression for this state of affairs is that {U} is complete 

for T. 

A combinatory algebra may have attributes not expressible in pure equations. 

We shall give here two important ones. 

Definition 3.14 A CLE(C)model  is a structure 

U = (U, .u,  kul sul  6u, C) 

where (U, u, kU,  su,  CU) is a combinatory algebra and 

U(e.xo).x1 =x0 .x1  

U=ee=e 

 

U = Vs (X  .x = xi  x) -* c• = e 	<Weak Extensionality> (3.1) 

A stronger property is expressed in the following 
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Definition 3.15 A CLE(C) -model  U is an extensional )(C)-model if it satisfies 

U = Vx (x0  x = x1  . x) - x0  = x1  <Extensionality> 

U is a )-model because of the following fact. 

Lemma 3.16 If U is an extensional A(C)-model, then 

CLE(C)+ <ext > Hto =ti _.* Uto =ti  

and the fact that CLE(C) + <ext> and )tf3i7E(C) are equivalent. 

Weak extensionality essentially means that we can pick a canonical represen-

tative among those points with the same applicative behaviour. Extensionality 

says that a point is determined by its applicative behaviour. Note that a CLE(C) 

model is extensional if i = C. 

We now recall some definitions from universal algebra and model theory. Let 

U, V be s-typed ca's over C. 

Definition 3.17 U and V are equationally equivalent (UV) if they have the 

same theory. 

Definition 3.18 A ca-homomorphism from U to V is a E-typed function 

such that for 0`0,  a,  0`2 E 

1011 00,0] \ ico — c71f \ o,oi aoi y u0 	u1j=y 	IUo) .v 	P 

o_(u1 _ ao)(kao,a1 \ - k00'01 '1-' 	 ku 	1v 

,,,(ao_+(a1 	 ' - 
1v 

0' (cu) = CV for c E C 

qf is an ca-isomorphism if it is bijective and 	is also a ca-homomorphism. 

U and V are isomorphic (U_V or simply U 2_--V) if there is an isomorphism q 

between them. 

q is an embedding if it is an injection. U is a sub-combinatory algebra of 

V (U C V) if U is a subset of V and the inclusion is a homomorphism. Write 

U C V if U is isomorphic to a sub-ca of V. 
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Lemma 3.19 U is a sub-ca of V if 

UcV 

- 	( ff[Ool 	1To 
U 	V 

= kv 

S(J = S 

CU = CV  for all ceC 

Proof. Clear. 	 E1 

The next lemma is immediate. 

Lemma 3.20 Let J be a family of sub-ca's of V. Then fl.F is a sub-ca of V. 

This lemma justifies the following definition. 

Definition 3.21 Let X be a >-typed set, such that X C V. Then the sub-ca of 

V generated by X is defined by 

[X] 	fl{u lxcuAucv} 

Example. The sub-ca of V generated by the empty set is the interior of V, 

denoted by V°. It consists of all those elements in V that can be expressed by 

application of the constants in V. 	 0 

3.4 Sheaves and singletons 

Everything done so far has been perfectly classical. In this section we look at 
s cvIj o-f in+erest 

a way of deriving new algebras from a given one which 4y-f k8—&4. in a 

constructive context. 

The family of singletons of a classical ca can easily itself be turned into a 

combinatory algebra which will be isomorphic to the original one by {-}. Con-

structively however there is a number of competing definitions of a singleton. 

Only in some cases can the space of such singletons be equipped with the right 

structure. The definition of a singleton we are about to give—that of a 'sta-

ble ---singleton'—will ensure that this can be done. Moreover this new ca will 

inherit many other properties the original one might possess. 
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The following definitions are taken from de Vries' thesis [dV89]. Let j be a 

topology. 

(Fo LA rc 	t:Fow 
Definition 3.22 A set X is a j-sheaf if 

VX0  CX(j!xEX(xEX0)—*2!xEXj(xEXo)) 

Denote with Sh the category of j-sheaves and set theoretic functions. It is a full 

subcategory of Set. We have a first result. 

Lemma 3.23 A i-sheaf X is j-separated. 

Proof. Pick x, a4 E X. Assume 

j(x' = x) 	 (3.2) 

Consider the set {x,a4}. By (3.2) we have 

j!x E X (x E {x,x}) 

therefore 

Tx E Xj(x E {x,x}) 

which implies x'0  = x. 	 0 

We can associate a sheaf with every set. 

Definition 3.24 Let X be a set. The *-sheaf associated with X is a sheaf L X 

and function 	: X - LX such that for every f : X -p Y there exists 'exactly 

one function g such that the following diagram commutes. 

L3  can be explicitly constructed with the help of singletons. The classical 

definition is well known. 

Definition 3.25 (classical) A set X0  C X is a singleton if 

E X (x e X0) 
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There is more choice constructively. De Vries lists thirty-odd notions that are 

classically equivalent to the one given above, but whose equivalence cannot be 

proved constructively. We shall not detain ourselves but give the definition of 

singleton used in defining the associated sheaves. 

Definition 3.26 (constructive) A set X0  C X is a i-singleton if 

jx 0  E X Vx E X (x e X0  -* j(x0  = x)) 

We define L3 . 

For X a set put 

L3 X A { X0  c X J X0  = X(1, A X0  is a i-singleton } 

and 
x: X - L3 X 

x i-+ {x}3  

The proof that L3 X is a j-sheaf with the universal property for every X can be 

found in [dV89]. 

Now let f : X - Y. Define L3 f to be the unique function that makes the 

following diagram commute. 

Diagram 1 

It is clear that La  is a functor. 

Definition 3.27 L3  : Set -f Sh3  is the associated j-sheaf functor. 

We have an important lemma. 

Lemma 3.28 L3  preserves finite limits. 

Proof. See [Joh77]. 

In particular L3  preserves finite products. 
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3.4.1 The space of -i--i-singletons 

We shall now become more specific and restrict ourselves to double negation as 

topology. The definition of a singleton becomes simpler in the case where X is 

—separated. 

Lemma 3.29 Let X be —separated. Then X0  C X is a -'--'-singleton if 

Vx0 , x1  E X0  (x0  = x1) 	 (3.3) 

X0 10 (3.4) 

Proof. 

-4 

Assume X0  to be a —singleton. Pick x, x e X0, assume 

(3.5) 

and 

2x0 EXVxEX(xEX0 4-x=x0) 	 (3.6) 

Further assume 

yEXAVxEX(xEX0 -x=y) 	 (3.7) 

From (3.7) we get x'0  = x, contradicting (3.5). Therefore not (3.6), but 

this contradicts the fact that X0  is a —singleton. Therefore (3.5) must 

be false. We get x'0  =x since X is —separated. 

Further assume 

-ixX(xX0) 	 (3.8) 

and 

	

x0 EXVxEX(xEX0 4-xx0) 	 (3.9) 

Assume 

	

yEXAVxEX(xEX0 -*x=y) 	 (3.10) 

Then y e X0, hence 

E X (x E X0) 

This contradicts (3.8), therefore not (3.9). But this contradicts the fact 

that X0  is a —singleton, therefore 

-- 	e X (x E X0) 
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• 
Assume 

-x0 EXVxEX(xEX0 4-x=x0) 	 (3.11) 

and 

x E X (x E X0 ) 	 (3.12) 

From (3.3) and (3.12) we get 

x0 EXVxEX(xEX0 -*x=x0) 

which contradicts (3.11). Hence not (3.12). But this contradicts (3.4). 

Hence not (3.11). 

1! 

So a ---singleton of a —separated set X is a nonempty partial element. 

From now on we shall write 	for L,. 

We recapitulate. 

Lemma 3.30 Let X be -'-'-separated and X0  C X. Then X0  E Xs iffX0  is a 

stable -'-'-singleton. 

Lemma 3.31 If X is -'-'-separated, then for all x e X 

{x}' = {x} 

Proof. Follows from the definition of {x}' 

Convention. Let X be -'-'-separated. We shall identify X with its image in 
XS under qx = {-}. 

Lemma 3.32 Let X be -'-'-separated. Then 

VX0  E X (-'-' X0  E X) 	 (3.13) 

Proof. If X0  e Xs  then -'-i 	E X (x E X0) which with our convention is the 

same as (3.13). 	 11 

Lemma 3.33 Let X, Y be -'-'-separated, f X - Y and X0  E X 8 . Then 

fS(X){fUIEX} 
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Proof. To prove this we must show: 

I. {f(x)Ix (EXo}EY 3. 

2. Diagram 1 commutes. 

So 

X0  is nonempty, hence the same holds for { f(x) I x € X0 }'. Further 

assume that 

y,yE{AX) I XEX0  }'• 

We have 

-i--i  !x e X0  (y = f(x)) A -'--' 2!x E X0  (y = f(x)) 

hence -i-i = y and y 	y since Y is ---separated. 

For all x0  E X clearly 

{f (x0)} = { f(x) I  x E {X} } 

In classical set theory, —singletons of a set are of no interest whatsoever; 

they are quite simply the normal singletons, i.e. they are inhabited. How far 

must we err from the classical path to get something of interest? Quite a bit. 

Lemma 3.34 Let X be classical. Assume 

Then 

VX0  E X (X0  is inhabited) 

Proof. Pick X E X. Assume 

Instantiate this to 

VxEX(xEXV-'-'xEX) 

By stability of X01  we get 

VxEX(xEXV-'xEX) 
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X is classical, X is a decidable subset of X, hence 

xEX(xEX)V-ixEX(xEX) 

X is nonempty, therefore inhabited. 	 U 

We see that if 

then 

{-} : X-+X3  

is a bijection. 

This lemma tells us where to look for something more unusual. In any model 

where the -'-- singletons are not just singletons in the classical sense, we have 

Before we actually consider such a model, we prove a partial converse of Lemma 

3.34. 

Lemma 3.35 Let X be discrete and 2 -+ X. Then 

3f (f : XX 3 ) 

implies 

Proof. The image of a discrete set under a bijection is discrete (Lemma 2.16). 

Pick x, x E X with 	and consider 

{x}U{x H} 

This is certainly a partial element of X. Moreover it is nonempty since 

- 	-  '-i --i q v --i-- q) 

and stable because for any x e X 

X  E { x'0 	} 

X  = 	A -i--  -* (by discreteness of X) 

x =x A 

x e { x 	} 
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Similarly 

As Xs is discrete, either {x} or {a4} is equal to 

{xI -'}U{x  

therefore either 	or 	is in 

{xI}U{x H} 

and therefore - or - 
	

FEW 

Lemma 3.36 Let V e V, 2 —p V. Then 

V(2<oP 	
f (f 

V* 	(V*)s) 

Proof. Pick v0, v1 e V, v0 v1 and so,si 	 C s. Assume 

s, JF0 3f(f: 

Then 

s1 f-0 
(V*)s is discrete 

<'., op 

But consider some E 	, such that 

s0 	J F0 V * E X E (V*)s 
O 

and 

311 f- 	E X E 

We have 

i NO {v}=XV{v}X 

hence 

so 1~0 • 3f (f : V ')' (V*)$) 

FE] 

Let me add the following thought. 

Conjecture. The following statement is provable in IZF: Let X be such that 

X 	X° . Then there is an infinite sequence 

X=X0 cX1 c ... cX8 

of subsets of Xs such that 

xo x1 ... x3 

Fl 
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3.4.2 Extensions of relations 

If X is -'--i-separated X can be regarded as a subspace of X 8. We are going to 

investigate in this section which properties of X are inherited by X8 . 

First recall that if Xe,. .. , 	are —separated then 

fJ(x2)8 (11 X') 
iEn 	iEn 

We shall make this bijection explicit. 

Lemma 3.37 The function 

flEfl(X) -+ (112EnX 2)8  
(X0,... ,X_1) i-  { (x0,. .. 	I x1 	X } 

is a bijection. 

Proof. Straightforward. - 	 0  

i Assume X01  . 0
,. . . , Xn-i  are -'--i-separated. Let R C ft En X. Then 

R8  c (11x2)8 fi(x 
iEn 	iEn 

is an extension of R. We wish to give an explicit description of R, in the case 

where R is stable. As a preparation we prove the following result. 

Lemma 3.38 Let X0,... , Xn-i  be -i--i-separated, R a stable relation on fJEfl X
2 

and Xi  e (Xt )8  for i e n. Then 

-i-I x0  E X0  . . . x_1  E X 1  Rx0  ... Xn i 	 (3.14) 

Vx0  E x0  .. . v_1  E X_1  Rx0 ... (3.15) 

Proof. 

-+ 

- Assume (3.14). For i E n pick x E X2. Assume 

-'Rx 
F 
 ...x

F 	 (3.16) 0 	n-i 

Further assume 

AVx,y1 E x. (x2 = y2 ) 	 (3.17) 
iEn 
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Finally, assume 

x0  e X0  . . . x_1 e X_1  Rx0 . . . 	 ( 3.18) 

and 

A zi  E Xi  A Rz0  . . . zn _I 	 (3.19) 
iEn 

We instantiate (3.17) to 

A x =Zi  
iEn 

therefore by (3.16) 

- Rz0 . .. z,_1  

This contradicts (3.19). Therefore not (3.18), but this contradicts (3.14), 

therefore not (3.17); this in turn contradicts the fact that X0 ,. . . , X_1  are 

-i--i-Singletons; we therefore reject Assumption (3.16) and the result follows 

by stability of R. 

_- 

Assume (3.15). and 

E X0 	3X_1  E X_1  Rx0 . .. X_ 	 (3.20) 

Further assume 

A 3xi  (xi  E X.) 	 (3.21) 
En 

and 

A y, e X, 	 (3.22) 
iEn 

By 3.15 we have Ry0... i_i.  Therefore 

X1J  E X0 ... X_1  E X_1  Rx0 ... 

This contradicts (3.20). Therefore not (3.21), but this contradicts the fact 

that X0 ,. . . , Xn _1are singletons. Hence not (3.20). 

0 

n—i Lemma 3.39 Let X0 	
i ,. .,X 	and R be as n Lemma 3.38. For z E ii let 

Xi  E (X)8 . Then 

R8 X0 .. . X 1  €- Vx0  e X0  .. . 	e X_1  (Rx0... 
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Proof. We have 

RSXO ... Xn_l  

(X0,...,X_1)ER8 - (by Lemma 3.37) 

{ (x0,. . . , 	I xi  E Xi  } e R3  4-* (by definition) 

x0  E X0  ... x_1  E X_1  Rx0 .. . 

The result follows from Lemma 3.38. 	 0 

We move on to more complex formulas. Not every sentence that holds for the 

points in X also holds for the points in X8. To see what is preserved we need 

the following definition. 

Definition 3.40 Let 0 be a formula of IZF. It is negative if it is built up from 

atomic formulas using only A, - and V. 

In fact we shall want to be slightly more general. For the next three lemmas let 

X 1  be ---separable and X0,..., X 1  families of singletons such that 

Xc Xi  c(X 

for iEn. For iEmlet 

(R2 )x  C LJXZ 
iEn 

be stable. Furthermore let 0 be a negative formula built from relation symbols 

R. 

Interpret R, on  fJin t'j as (R) fl fliETh(X)3. 

First we shall argue that 0 is stable. 
Lemma 3.41 

VX0  E 	 E Xni  (' 0 -f q) 

Proof. This will be by structural induction on q. 

1.çR 

Pick X' E X. We have 

-i Rs  -i . X_1 	(by Lemma 3.39) 

-i-i  Vx0 E X . . . Vx_ E X 1  Rxx0 . .. 

Vx0  e 	.. . Vx,_1  E 	-'-i 	... 	-* ( by stability of R) 

Vx0  E 	.. . Vx_1  E X_1  Rxx0 . . . 	 (by Lemma 3.39) 

..X 
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I 

clear. 

 

( 	A 	) 
	

(by induction hypothesis) 

(by induction hypothesis) 

5. 	Vxb 

Vx 	-* (by induction hypothesis) 

Vx 

0 

Next we prove that q  as a relation on flic X2  is an extension of its interpre-

tationon fliEn  X. 

Lemma 3.42 

	

Vx0  E X° . . . 	e X 1  ((x0,. .. , x_) 	({x0},. . ., {x_})) 

Proof. This proof is also by induction on the structure of 0. 

1. çR 

Pick x' E X. We have 

	

S 	I 	 I 

R{x0} ... 	-* (by Lemma 3.39) 

Vx0  e {x} . . .Vx_1  e {x 1} Rx0  ... x_1  

R' 0 	n  
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I 

from 1. 

A 

dear. 

 

Pick x E X t . Assume 

()({x},...,{x}) 	 (3.23) 

and 'çb(x,. . . ,x'). By induction hypothesis then i/'({x},.. . , {x7 _ 11), 
therefore by (3.23)({x},. . . , {x}) and again by induction hypothesis 

x). 

The other direction is analogous. 

qVx0 b 

Pick x' E X1  ... 	e X 1 . 1 	' 	' n  

-4 

Assume 

Vx0  E X°  

Pick X E X0 . Assume 

(X,{x}, ... ,{x1}) 

and 

x0  (x0  EX) 	 (3.24) O 

as well as 

Yo E X 

i.e. 

{y0 } =X 

But we have 

,x 1 ) 

hence by induction hypothesis 
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therefore not (3.24). This on the other hand contradicts the fact that 

X is a singleton, therefore 

-'-n &(X, {x}, . . . , {x}) 

and the result by Lemma 3.41. 

- 
Assume 

VX0  E X0  (X01  {x},. .. , {x}) 

Then in particular for x0  E X0  

therefore by induction hypothesis 

(xe, x, . .. , 

With these two facts established we can finally prove the result we have been 

aiming for. 

Lemma 3.43 

VX0  E X0  . . . VX,_1  E X 1  çb(X0 ,... ,X_1 ) 	 (3.25) 

Vx0  E X0  . . . 	E X' 0(x01.. . , x_) 	(3.26) 

Proof. 

-f 

Assume (3.25). Pick; e X. We have 

hence by the previous lemma 

(xo,...,x 	) n- 
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S 4— 

Assume (3.26). Pick X E Xt. Assume 

and 

A Bx  (xi E X') 	 (3.27) 
iEn 

as well as 

A y, E x: 
iEn 

that is 

{y1 }=X for all iEn 

We have q(y0 ,. .. , 	therefore by the previous lemma 

,X 1)N 

hence not (3.27), but the 	are nonempty, therefore 

-- 	.. ,X_1 ) 

and the result follows by Lemma 3.41. 

We see that a relation R on X that is defined by negative formulas has an 

extension R3  on X3  that fits the same definition. 

Example. The three axioms used in defining partial orders are all negative for-

mulas. Partial orders with a leasi element can likewise he defined using negative 

formulas. 	 o 
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Example. An equivalence relation is reflexive, symmetric and transitive. These 

properties are defined by negative formulas. Therefore the maximal extension of 

an equivalence relation will also be one. Equality is of course a prime example 

of an equivalence relation. 	 0 

We shall now investigate a special kind of relations: functions. We are inter-

ested in the question whether for every function 

f:X — Y 

its extension f 3  is a function in X8 = Ys. 
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Lemma 3.44 Let X, Y be —separated and 

f:X —*Y 

Then fS 
 C Xs x Y 3  is a function. 

Proof. We have to check two things: whether f 8  is functional and whether it 

is total. 

1. Functionality is expressed by the sentence 

fxy0  = fxy1  Yo = Yi 

This is a negative formula. It follows that f 8  is functional. 

The definition of totality uses an existential quantifier, so Lemma 3.43 

cannot be applied. 

Define for X0  e X 

f(X0)T = { y E Y 	3X E X0  (y = f(x0)) } 

We have already seen (Lemma 3.33) that Y0  E Y 8 . 

Now pick xEX0,yeYo. We have 

-xEX0 (y=f(x)) 

therefore by Lemma 3.38 

Vx E X0 (y = f(x)) 

hence 

y=f(x'0 ) 

But this means f 8X0Y0 . 

U 

So fS : Xs -+ 	as the extension of f : X -* Y is the same as the image 

of f under L,. The ambiguous use of f 8  is therefore justified. 

Corollary 3.45 Let X,Y be —separated. Then every function f : X - Y 

has a unique extension in Xs 
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Proof. Uniqueness follows from Lemmas 2.21, 3.23 and 3.32. 	 0 

Constants are of course just a particularly simple kind of function. What is 

the extension of a constant cx from a set X to X3? We calculate 

4 =X0 *-+Vx EX0 (cx =x) 

which simply means 

4={cx} 

As a last point in this section we investigate the behaviour of homomorphisms. 

Definition 3.46 Let X1  be sets, R a relational symbol and Rx,Ry its inter-

pretation in X and Y. Then a function 

f:X — Y 

is an R-homomorphism if 

Vx E X(Rx -p Rf(x)) 

We can prove the following statement. 

Lemma 3.47 Let X, Y be -'-'-separated, R a relational symbol and R, Ry sta-

ble. Interpret R on Xs  and YS  as R and R, respectively. Let f : X - Y be 

an R-homomorphism. Then fS  is an R-homomorphism. 

Proof. Pick X E XS. Assume R8  X. This means 

Vx E X (Rx) 

f is an R-homomorphism, therefore 

Vx E X (Rf(x)) 

which is equivalent to 	 U 

Example. Let P0, P1  be partial orders. Then the extension of a monotone 

function from P0  to P1  will again be monotone with respect to <s and <s . 0 
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3.5 New ca's from old 

Convention. We shall from now let combinatory algebras inherit the at-
tributes that their universes possess and speak, e.g., of ---separated ca's rather 
than of algebras whose universe is ---separated. 

Let U = (U, ., ku, SU, C) be a fixed ---separated combinatory algebra. 

With all the work clone in the previous section it is now easy to turn U 8  into a 

Ca. 

Definition 3.48 Let 

Us = (U 3 ) .u3,kus, sus ,Cus) 

where rJs,krJs,sfj3 are 	and CU3 is c for all c E C. 

Theorem 3.49 U 3  is a combinatory algebra. 

Proof. 	By Lemma 3.44 application is well defined and total. Also, since 

application and the constants have in U 3  been defined as the extensions of their 

interpretations in U, U8  satisfies the same equations as U. 	 0 

This last remark can be strengthened. 

Lemma 3.50 Let V by a >-typed ca over C and U C V C U 3. Then 

Th(U) = Th(V) 

Proof. Clear. 	 0 

We add the proofs that any ----separated CL (C)-algebra U is a CLE  (C)- 

model, respectively an extensional AE(C)model  whenever U 5  is. 

Lemma 3.51 Let 

U = (U)  .u, ku, SU, U, Cu) 

be a -'-i-separated ca over C and V a ca such that 

UVU 

Then 

V is a CLE(C)model  if U is. 

V is an extensional \(C)-model if U is. 

Proof. Weak extensionality and extensionality are both defined by negative 

formulas and therefore preserved. 	 0 
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3.6 Functional models 

We already mentioned that the )-calculus is a theory of functions. It is therefore 

natural to look for models in which types of the form ° —p oi are interpreted 

as subspaces of the space of total functions L °  =' U°  and application 	is 

simple function application. This leads to the following concept. 

Definition 3.52 Let U be a s-typed Ca. A function f : U°° —+ U°  is repre-

sentable if 

u0  E U° 1  \/u1  E U° (fu1 j = u0 , u1) 

u1  then represents f. 

We use [UC0 —# U° ] to denote the representable functions in U° = Udl. Define 

a >I-indexed function F by setting for y a ground type 

U— +U' 

F(u) = u 

and at higher types for o, al  e 

r, ao F° °' : U 	—* [U —* U°1 ] 

Uo ,O1 (F 0'(u0))(u1) = u0 	u1  

If all functions are uniquely representable, i.e. F is a bijection, then U is essen-

tially just a family of functionspaces. 

Definition 3.53 A >-typed set V is a full function space hierarchy if for all 

00,01 E 

V01 = ( Vc = V01) 

Let Fsp({X}Er)  denote the full function space hierarchy induced by {X'}.YEr . 

It may, be wise to add explicitly the definition for the untyped case. 

Definition 3.54 A set V is a full function space hierarchy if 

VV'' 

This paves the way for the following definition. 
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Definition 3.55 An extensional AE(C)model  is a full function space model if it 

is isomorphic to a )(C)-model whose universe is a full function space hierarchy, 

and whose application is function application. 

Now assume that U is a CL-model. The Axiom of Weak Extensionality states 

that for every representable function there is a canonical representative. This 

enables us to define a s-typed function G such that 

F 0 C = id[UUO _ Ul]  

without appealing to the Axiom of Choice. For f E [U0.0 
 --+ U"] we simply let 

i G(f) be the unique element n F(e)(F-1 
 ({f})) (c.f. (3.1)). 

If U is extensional, every representable function is represented by a unique 

element. In terms of F and C this means that C = F 1. So in the extensional 

case U is isomorphic to a CL-model V that has been obtained by taking some sets 

as ground types and at types a0  - a1  for V0.00.1  a subset of the total function 

space 1/0.1  = V 0.0 . Call such models functional. 

Evidently, when we have an extensional \-model, we are interested in the 

nature of the representable functions and wish to describe them without reference 

to the \-model. In the following chapter we shall look at an example that shows 

that in many cases this is far from easy. Of course everything that has been said 

also applies to the untyped models. They will be examined in Chapter 5. 

For the moment we shall stay with the typed calculus and drop the assumption 

that U be extensional. Can U still be seen to have some functional character? 

In order to find an answer, we shall look at yet another way of deriving new 

combinatory algebras from old ones. 

We need a new concept. 

Definition 3.56 Let V be a full function space hierarchy. A relation R C Vtm  is 

logical if for all a0 , a1  e E and for all f0,. .. 	E V0.00.1  

R0.00.1  f0 ... f_1 

Vx0,. . . , x_ 1  e V0.0  (R0.0 x0  ... x_1  .' R0.1 f0(x0 ). .. f,_(x,_1 )) 

Hence a logical relation is determined by {R}.,Er. 

Now assume V is a full function space model, and R an inhabited unary logical 

relation on V. Recall that we have 

(kv(vo))(vi ) = vo  

((sv(vo))(vl))(v2) = (vo(v2))(vl(v2)) 
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We see that whenever Rv0, then Rkv(vo) , hence Rk, and similarly Rs. Assume 

that also Rc for all c E C. We can define a sub-ca of V by taking as its universe 

all those points v E V for which Rv. Note that the fact that R is logical ensures 

that application is total. 

Let us be more explicit. A unary relation R on V is a subset of V. It is logical 

if we have at types a0,o (E 

R°°1 = { f : V° - V' I R° 1 f } 
'Ui = {f:V°—v If(R ° )c Rao } 

i.e. R 	 i is the set of functions n Vgo  = Val that are the extensions of some 

function in R° = R 1 . These remarks lead to the following definition. 

Definition 3.57 Let V be a full function space model and {R} Er a family of 

inhabited sets such that 

C V for all 'y e F 

and Rcv for all c E C where R is the logical relation on V determined by {IC}. 

Let E({R}Er,  V) denote the >-typed sub-ca of)) over C whose universe is defined 

by 

R for ','EF 

= Ext(R° C V°,R 1  c V 1 ) 

E is called an extension model. 

We add the analogous definition for the untyped case. 

Definition 3.58 Let V be a full function space model and R an inhabited logical 

relation on V such that Rcv for all c E C. Let E({R},V) denote the sub-ca of)) 

over C whose universe is R. 

When is S extensional? We see from the definition that then for all o, °i  E 

Vf0,f1  e E° 1  (Vx e E°(fo(x) = f, (x)) —* f0 = f1) 

or 

Vf0,f1  : V° —k V°' 

(f0  (E°) C E A f1  (E°) C E A Vx e E° (f0  (x) = f, (x)) — f0 = fi) 
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which simply means that whenever a function in E° = E°  has an extension in 

V°  = V°, this extension is unique! 

Now assume we have an extensional )-model U. Is it an extension model? 

Classically certainly not, except in the trivial case where U is a full function space 

model. Constructively, however, the situation is different. We shall prove in the 

following two chapters, once for the typed, once for the untyped calculus, that 

for every (classical) extensional )-model M there is a tree P such that 

M* is isomorphic to an extension model. 

P only depends on the cardinal ity of M. Furthermore M has the same theory 

as the full function space model used in the construction of the extension model. 

If we are only interested in theories we may recall that for every extensional ,\-

model there is a countable extensional \-model with the same theory. We obtain: 

there is a partial order P such that for every classical extensional )-model M 

there is a full function space model V in V' °  such that V has the same theory 

as M. Surely heaven for \-calculators! 



Chapter 4 

Typed extensional -models 

We shall start this chapter by giving two examples of )-models, the first quite 

simple, the second more complicated. After this we prove the typed version of 

the main theorem in this thesis. We then go back to the two examples and apply 

the results of the theorem to them. 

4.1 Monotone functions MON 

Let E be the set of types with only one ground type y. Define a s-typed partial 

order P by setting 

• 	P- = 2 

p°o—Oi 
= (pO-4U1 	 where '-p 	1 

• 	f0

• 	P° 1 ={f : Po —*PUulfismonotone } and 

< p 
Oro —011 

f1 - 

Vp0,p1  E P° (P0 <P'  Pi 	fo(Po) < 

Note that the ordering of the function spaces is simply the pointwise one and in 

fact a logical relation. 

We can now describe the theory of monotone functions MON. Let C contain 

two constants T, I of ground type. Define the structure 

P = (P, •, k, sp,  Cp) 

by setting 

• 	f =  f(p) for every a0, a1  E 

me 
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Po for every ao, a,E 

0 	I 	/ 	/ 

s 	(Po)(P1)(P2) = (Po(P2))(P1(P2)) for every 0'0,o1,o2 E E 

TP =1, -i-P = O 

It is clear that P is an extensional AE(C)model. Let MON be the set of equa-

tions between terms in AE(C) that hold in P. 

4.2 Programming computable functions PCF 

The theory PCF was defined by Plotkin in [Plo77]. 

Let E be the set of types with two ground types, B and N. C has the following 

constants 

: a for every a E 

F° :(a—a)--a foreveryaEE 

true, false: B 

n: N for every n E w 

if - then - else - : B3 - B 

Here 

B3 —B=B—(B--(B—B)) 

Next, define a s-typed cppo C by letting 

C 	= (C°°' ~o_1 i' where C 	'C 	/ 

C'O' 
= { f : C° —f C°1 I f is continuous } 

• 

fo f1 4_ 

Vc0,c1 E C° (c0 <'0 c1 —p f0(c0) 	' f1 (c1)) 

J 0 (c) = 
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As in the previous example define a structure 

C = (C, c,kc,sc,CC ) 

by setting 

f .0001 c = f(c) for every ao, ol E 

k°'01 (co)(c1) = c0  for every 	E E 

00,01,02 / c0 ) (Cl  )(c2) = (CO (c2))  (Cl  (c2)) for every 070, 01, 02 E 

B 
1c = 

J- = j-w 

00 +01 
(
' c)  ' =  

truer  = 0 

falser  = 1 

F(f) = VflEW{f Th (-L0)} 

3 — if - then - else—c  = the < B B  -least function f such that 

f(truec, co, ci ) = Co 

f(falsec, co,  ci) = Cl  

Remark. I should be thought of as representing 'undefined'. With this in-

terpretation if - then - else - is sequential in the sense that its first argument 

has to be evaluated to obtain a result. Note that 

(if I then true else true)c 	
B 

-'--c 

It could be argued that the value of this expression should be truec since the 

result does not depend on whether the antecedent is true or false. This, however, 

would require parallel evaluation of the arguments. 	 0 

PCF will now not be the set of equations that hold in C. Rather we want two 

terms to be equivalent if they show the same behaviour in all program contexts, 

i.e. if one can be substituted for the other in all programs. We make this idea 

precise. 
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Definition 4.1 A program is a closed AE(C)term  of ground type. 

Definition 4.2 For every or E E the s-typed set of a-contexts AE  (C)[—] is 

inductively defined by 

[_] e AU(C)[U 

if to  E A" —"' (C)and t1  E A°°(C)[]°2  then t0t1  E A 1 [—] 2  

• if to E A 01(C)[_]°  and t1  E A"' (C) then t0t1  e Acol(C)[_]U2 

if x E Vars°° and t E A° [_]a2  then )x.t € Acodl []2 

Now let 

Ito  a = t1  : ol :al E PCF 

if in all program or-contexts t[—] 

C 	t[t] = *11 

It is clear that 

Th(C) C PCF 

because if two terms are identical in the model, their behaviour is the same in all 

contexts. We now proceed to show that the above inclusion is proper and hence 

C is not a fully abstract model of PCF. 

For this consider the two terms 

portesttr?te, portestfalse  : (B ,' (B ' B)) 	B 

Let v stand for either true or false and set 

portest = )f.(if(f true I) 

then(if(f I true) 

then (if (f false false) 

then I 

else v) 

else I) 

else I) 
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Define parallel or (por) to be the <B_(B_B)  minimal function f such that 

f(truec,c) = truec 

f(c,truec) = truec 

f (falsec,falsec) = falsec  

Now, 

(portest true )c(por) = truec 

and 

(portest false)c(por) = falsec  

hence 

(portest ir1ee )c 	(portest false )c 

Therefore we have 

portest true = portestfalsel Th(U) 

On the other hand we do have 

port est true = portestfalse j E PCF 

This is so because por, the only value in CB(BB)  at which (portesttrue)c and 

(portestfalse)c differ is not denoted by any AE(C)term  and the two show the 

same behaviour in all B —p (B -+ B)-contexts. Which leaves us with the question 

why por is not denotable. 

Before giving an answer, we show that leftorc, the function which is minimal 

among those f: (B - (B - B) for which 

f(truec,c) = truec 

f (falsec,falsec) = falsec  

is denotable. Simply put 

leftor = )xy.if x then true else y 

leftor can be thought of as evaluating its left argument first, and only if this 

shows a result does it look at its right argument. 

The general situation is described in a theorem proved by Berry in [Ber78]. 

To state it we, introduce an order E on the CLE(C)terms. 
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Definition 4.3 	is inductively defined on AE  (C)2 
 

1E't for all cTe> and t:cr 

if to 	t1  then 	°' tit for all O,Oi E E 

if to  Eo t1  then tt0 	tt1  for all 010, or, E E 

if x e VarsCo  and to 	t1  then Ax.t0 	\x.t1  for all o, Ui E 

We have 

Theorem 4.4 Let to  : a0  be a CLE(C)-term such that 

CLE(C)+PCF I- t0 =1° 

Then either 
CLE(C) + PCF I- t1  =1 0'0 

for all t1  with to  E °  t1, or there is an occurrence of a ..L°' in to  (the sequentiality 

index of t0), such that for all t1  with to  E° t1  the following statement holds: 

whenever 
CLE(C) + PCF V tj = fTO 

then there exists a term t2  00 such that t2  E° t1  and t2  has been obtained from 

to  by replacing 101 .  with another term. 

There is then obviously no term t denoting pon it would have to satisfy 

CLE(C)+PCF H t±B±B=±B 

and 
CLE(C) + PCF H t true 	= true 

as well as 
CLE(C) + PCF H t I true = true 

which is ruled out by the above theorem. 

Mimer ([M1177]) proved that there is a unique (up to isomorphism) fully ab-

stract extensional model of PCF, with ground types 2j_ and C.s..'. The repre-

sentable functions in this fully abstract extensional model are called sequential. 

The model in [M1177] was obtained by syntactic means,; a semantic definition of 

the sequential functions has yet to be found. Some progress has been made and 

is recorded in [BCL85]. 
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4.3 The main theorem (typed version) 

In this section we shall prove the most important result of this thesis. Before we 

state it as a theorem, we look again at the two ways of deriving new combinatory 

algebras from given ones. 

We first demonstrated that given a -r--'-separated ca U, we can turn the family 

of stable --'-singletons of U into a ca W. All sub-ca's V of W for which U C V 

are equationally equivalent. They are either all extensional, or none of them is. 

Further we saw that, given a full function space model V and a IF-indexed 

family {R} Er  of inhabited sets, such that R C V for all y e IF, we can define 

a sub-ca Of V whose universe consists of those points v e V that satisfy Rv, where 

R is the logical relation induced by {R}.),Er. This subalgebra is not necessarily 

weakly extensional. 

We now start at the other end: Take a ca U. Is it consistent with IZF that 

there is a full function space model V such that for all 'y E F 

U c V c (U3) 

and U is isomorphic to E({U}Er,  V)? I do not know the answer to this question 

in full generality. I can however give a result that solves an instance of the 

problem. 

Before making this claim precise we should take note of the following fact. 

Lemma 4.5 Let M e V be a combinatory algebra over C, and C a category. 

Then 

VC 	M* is a combinatory algebra over C 

Moreover M is equationally equivalent to M*.  The same applies to (weak) exten-

sionality. Therefore M is a CLE(C)model,  respectively an extensional )(C)-

model, iffM*  is. 

Proof. All concepts involved are defined by restricted formulas. The result 

follows therefore from Theorem 2.32. 	 0 

So let us now state the main theorem. 

Theorem 4.6 Let M V be an extensional )\(C)-model. Then there exists 

a tree P dependent only on the cardinality of M such that V 
pop 

 satisfiesthe 

following statement. 
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There is a full function space model U such that 

(M*)"C 	
C ((M*)s) 

for all -y E F and 

E({(M*)} Er,U) E U E (M*)s 

Before giving a proof of Theorem 4.6, we shall go back to the two examples 

at the beginning of this chapter and put them in perspective. 

4.3.1 MON revisited 

We get two results from Theorem 4.6. 

There is a tree P such that in V pop themonotone function model is iso-

morphic to an extension model. Exactly the monotone functions have ex-

tensions in the full function space model. All functions in the full function 

space model are monotone with respect to the extension of the partial order 

in the monotone function model. 

The monotone function model is equationally equivalent to a full function 

space model. 

4.3.2 PCF revisited 

There is a tree P such that in V °  (the image of) the fully abstract classical 

model of PCF is isomorphic to an extenion model. Exactly the sequential 

functions have extensions in the full function space model. The classical model 

is equationally equivalent to the full function space model. Therefore the full 

function space model is also fully abstract. Since sequentiality was defined in 

terms of full abstraction, all the functions in the full function space model can be 

said to he sequential. This of course still does not give us a semantic description 

of 'sequentiality'. 

4.3.3 Another thought 

We have not made use of the fact that the tree used in building our (constructive) 

models only depends on the cardinality of the original (classical) models. Every 

theory that has a fully abstract model, has a countable fully abstract model. 
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So, if we are only interested in theories, we can find a set theoretic universe in 

which all theories with a fully abstract (classical) model have a fully abstract full 

function space model. 

4.3.4 The proof of the main theorem 

Let 

M = (M I  .M)  km, S M ,CM ) 

be an extensional ,\ E  (C)-model. 

Add M as constants and Ml variables for every type o E E to AE(C). 

Definition 4.7 An environment E is a sequence in UEE(Vars x M°, in which 

every variable appears at most once. An environment E is finite if it is a finite 

set. E is total if every variable appears in it. 

The obvious interpretation of an environment is that of a list of variables and 

the values assigned to them. If E0  and E1  are environments let E0E1  denote the 

environment that has been obtained by 

adding (x, v) to E0  if x does not appear in E0  

replacing in E0  the value of x by v if x appears in E0  

for all pairs (x, v) in P21. If we want to give a finite environment explicitly, we 

shall write 

{ v/x0;.. . ; v_1/x_ 1 } 

or 

1X0 := v0; ... ;x 1  := v 1 } 

for 

Finally, let P2(x) denote the value associated with x in P2, and write x e dom(E) 

if P2 assigns a value to x. 

Now let e designate the set of all environments, and S f. and Et.t  the sets of 

finite and total environments. S will be ordered by extension C. Evidently, in 

this order the empty environment is the least point in S. Set 

= 
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Remark. Environments are usually defined as sets rather than lists of variable-

value-pairs. We prefer lists because Sfin  ordered by extension is a tree. 	0 

Note that efi modulo isomorphism only depends on the cardinality of M. 

Notation. Terms t of )(C) are evaluated with respeèt to a total environment 
M E. So let tE stand for l[tE  and write 

M,E 1= to  = tl  

if (t) = (tl )E. 	 0 

We shall prove the claims of the main theorem in three steps. 
(' op 

We construct U E V 

We prove that U is a full function space model. This we do by defining a 

>-typed bijection q : U —)* Fsp({U'}.YEf). 

We prove that cM*  is a surjection onto 1S(1(MT1-,Er11,1)j  and therefore 

a ca-isomorphism between M*  and E({(M*)} Er,U). 

I. We describe U. For every c E E let U E Vh1  be the set of all subsets 

U e V 	of M*  where t E AE  (C) such that for all m C M and all 

Sfin  

E0  I F0  m* E Ut44  

VE1  e S O  (E0  C E "t i  = rn) 

It is clear from this definition that for all t E A°(C) 

V' 	U is a stable -'--'-singleton. 

Further we have 

E0 If-o U 0  = U 1  

	

VE1  E S 0  (E0  C E1  -+ (to)E1  = (tl )E1 ) 	 (4.1) 

We define application. 

C O 

V" 	= U 0  .U U 1  

Ut0  •; Ut1  = 

	

{ me M IVmo  E U 0  Vrn1  E U 1  (m = in0 	in1) } = 

Utotl 
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The second equation holds by Lemma 3.39; we justify the third. Pick 

E0 , E1  E E, such that E0  C E1. Take rn e M. We have 

E1 If-0 m*E{rnEM*IVmOEUtOVm1EUt1(m=rno.M*rnl)} 

if for all E E 'tot with E1  C E 

[toff 	M 	M 
m = 	M IIti]I E 	l[Ot1IE 

if 

E1 1-0 m* e 

As for constants c E C, we define 

V 	j= cu (c)8  = {c4} = UC M  

We have by Lemma 3.19 that U is a subalgebra of (M*)s  in V. 

2. We prove that U is a full function space model. We construct the >-typed 

bij ection 

U c—)+  Fsp({U1'} 6 ) 

At ground types we put 
J_y 	. J (,i) —lUJy 

For higher types assume that 	and 	are bijections. Define 

U° °' -+ (U° 
)U°0 

by setting for to  o -+ o, t1  : 0,0 

o 	(U0 ) (U1) = U0 -U Uti  

We must show that 	is a bijection. 

Hence 

	

Uo—+o.1 i 
	

. (a) 	s surjective. 

We must convince ourselves that 

	

V 	Vf : UCO 	U 1  3u E U 01  (0°1(u) = f) 
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So pick E0 , E1  E E, such that E0  C P21, and f (U°  )"° (E1). We 

check that 

E1 IFf,lf} u E U0.0' 
(0.00.1 

() _ f) 

Take 
fA : A0.0 (C) .' A0.1 (C) 

such that 

fA(t) = tj - E 	 f(U 0 ) = U 1  

Pick x E Vars \ (UmEM FV(f AM) U domE1 ). This can be done since 

the right hand side is of cardinality IMI. 

E1 f-{f'/f} UJ A = U( t,) 

for some t1  E A°1  (C), so 

E1 	 Tr 

f-{f I/f) f(U) = UfA = U(Ai1) 	V = 	t1 u U 

We wish to prove that then for every to  E A0.0 (C) 

E1
0.0,0.1 

f-{j'/f} f(U 0 ) 	UA Q 	U(At1 )t0  = U),.,.t1 u 	U0 

i.e. that 	represents f'. In order to prove equality in the middle 

recall (4.1). Pick E2  E St.t , such that P21  C E2. 

We show that 

(f
A  t)2 = (f A(t)) 

= (fA(t)) 	
:= (tO)E2 } 

A 
= (f X)E2fx  := (tO)E2 } 

= ((\x.t1)x)E2{ := (to)E2 } 

= (x.t1)to)E2 

To justify 

(
A 	irAi 

J 	to )E2 = U 

let FV(t0 ) C W. 

E1{7:= E2(01Fff'In U0 = U(to)E2  
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so 

E1{17:= E2(01 1tf',.f) 
UJA0 = UfA(iO ) E2  

Further since x Vars(f A  (to)E2 ) 

(f A(t)) = (f A(to)E2 )E21x 	 (4.2) 

Then 

Ei{x := (o)E2 1 I-{f ' /f}  U(tO )E  = Ux  

implies. 

E1{x 	(to)E2} Il_{fl/f} UfA(tO )E  = U f A XI  

hence 
(fA(t)) 	:= (tO)E2} = 

(fA X )E2fx  
:= (tO)E2 } 

Finally 

A 
(f X)E2 fX  := (to)12) = ((\x.t1)x)E2{ := (tO)E2} = ((\x.t1)to)E2  

(b) 	is injective. 

We have in V 	: M* c U c (M*)s  and  M*  is extensional, hence 

by Lemma 3.51 so is U. This implies that 0 is injective. 

3. 0M' : 	- S({(M*)} Er,U) is a ca-isomorphism. 

Identify M*  with its image in Ie({(M*)'}.yEr,U)I under q.  We must check 

that 0°1  is surjective. So pick E0  e Sfin  and f' E (U0 ')' ° (E0 ) such that 

E0 	f((M*)o) c (.M*) 

By 2. there is a term t c A° 1  such that U represents f'. We wish to 

prove that 

E0  fi f,lf ,U E (M*)o 

So assume 

E0  17'{ fI/f} U E (M*)o 	 (43) 

We shall derive a contradiction. (4.3) means that for all rn e M 071  

E0 171{f'/f} 
771* E U 

hence there are El , E2  e S 0  with E0  C E1  and E0  C E2, such that 

tEi 
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By extensionality there is an m0  E M° such that 

tE1  •M m0 	M m0 

Therefore for all m E M°  

E0  JVff,1fj m* E U u Urno  

and 

E0  I Vf fl/ f } U u Urno  E (M*) "N 

We deduce by <RAA> 

E0 	If-{f ' /f}  U E (M') 
010_011  

This concludes the proof of the main theorem. 

4.3.5 Related results and discussion 

Evidently in the proof of the main theorem 

P = ef1 	+) <'00 
 

If we now remember that for every extensional AE(C)model  there is an 

equationally equivalent countable extensional )(C)-model we can combine Lem-

ma 3.50 and Theorem 4.6 and draw the following conclusion. 

Theorem 4.8 Let M be an extensional AE(C)model  and P = w<Q. Then y1°P 

satisfies 

There is a full function space model which is equationally equiva-

lent to M*. 

And finally we add 

Theorem 4.9 Let T be a )(C)-theory that has a fully abstract extensional 

model and P = wl  
	Then V' °  satisfies 

T has a fully abstract full function space model. 
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We add a few comments about the proof of the main theorem. 

First we note that the condition that P be M-branching is unnecessarily 

strict, albeit convenient. All we have to require of the underlying tree is that it 

be hereditarily of width IMI. 

Secondly, it is not certain whether the underlying tree cannot be trimmed 

even further, i.e. whether it could be hereditarily of width IMI or even smaller. 

Going over the proof, we see that we had to make sure that there existed a generic 

point U  for every function f at 0, i.e. a point that determines the behaviour of 

f at every Urn  for m e M and hence f itself. The point where we needed the 

assumption that there was a variable x not free in f"(m) for all rn e M is (4.2). 

It would suffice that for every f there is an x which is irrelevant in f"  (m0 ) for 

all in0  e M in the sense that 

(f A rno) 	
A  

(f m)ES  := mil 

for all total environments E and m1  E M. tx.y)z is an example of an expression 

in which z is free but irrelevant. 

It is my guess that an x with the property just described indeed exists for 

every f. What consequences would a proof of this conjecture have? 

In the case of M being countable we obtain the main theorem with the weaker 

assumption of P being a tree of hereditary width w0  (e.g. the binary tree). On 

the other hand we shall see in Chapter 6 that we cannot make P any smaller, 

i.e. somewhere of only finite width. So we would know that we have achieved the 

best result possible in this area. 

It is moreover quite probable that 'a model 
yP 

 with P countable is a very 

different world from a P containing an uncountable antichain. This is certainly 

the case in the classical models V   (c.f. [Bel77]) where 

* 	B - : V —+V 

preserves ordinals if there is no uncountable antichain in B. 

As a third point we might note that in the proof of the main theorem U is 

the subalgebra of (M*)  generated by the s-typed set V E 
yP0' 	c (M*) 

that contains all Urn  for all in E M and all Ux  for x E Vars. We have 

Lemma 4.10 For all a E 

V' 	VU0  e V 	E (M*)C ((Jo =A U1) 
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Proof. Pick E0, E1  E E 11, E0  c E1, x : a domE1. Then for any m e M 

E1{x:=m} lb Ux =Um  

hence 

E1 lb'o 3U, e (M*)  (U 	U1) 

therefore 

E0 lb'o VU0  E V U1  E (M*) (U0  U0 
and the result follows. 	 IN 

We add the obvious corollary 

Lemma 4.11 For all a E 

V 
pop 

H VU0  G U0,  3U, e (M*)  (U0  U1 ) 	 (4.4) 

It is worth asking whether Lemma 4.11 can be strengthened by substituting U 

for M* in (4.4). This is not the case. 

Lemma 4.12 Consider the theory PCF, which consists of all equations in 

PCF that contain neither I nor F. Let M be a fully abstract model of PCF, 

P and U as in the proof of the main theorem. Then 

yPOP HVUoeUUieUB(UoUi) 

Proof. Pick U E UB. Set 

U 	{ in (M*)B I Vm1  € U (in = if in0  then false else true) } 

Evidently 
Vpop 
 1= u E UB 

and yet 

V 
pop 

=UU 

07 

Lemma 4.10 and the fact that U is generated by V raises the question whether 

we might not be able to give a first order 'recipe' for the construction of U. What 

do we have to require of a E-typed set V, such that 

MCVCMS 
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and the theorem holds with U replaced by the model generated by V? Condition 

(4.4) is evidently not enough; it holds of M 8  itself, for instance, and not all 

functions from M8  into itself are representable in W. We shall come back to 

this point in Chapter 6 and attempt an axiomatic description of the situation. 

Now we turn our attention to the untyped models. 



Chapter 5 

Untyped extensional A-models 

As in the previous chapter we shall start with a classical example. Then we 

proceed to prove for the untyped case an equivalent result to Theorem 4.6. 

5.1 Reflexive sets 

In Chapter 3, Section 3.6, we saw that there is an obvious bijection 

F: 

from an extensional )-model U to its space of representable functions. F was 

defined as 

(F(uo))(ui ) = U0  U1  

This suggests the following question: Under which conditions can a subset J' 

of the space of total endofunctions on a set U be regarded as the space of rep-

resentable functions of an extensional model with U as its universe? In other 

words: When can we define a bijection 

such that U equipped with F  now defined as 

U0 •F U1 = (F(uo))(u1 ) 	 (5.1) 

and 

kF  A F'(x.F 1(\y.x)) 	 (5.2) 

L 	-1 
SF = F (x.F1(y.F1(z.x F  Z  F (y F 	 (5.3) 

is a,\-model that has Y as its space of representable functions? 

113 
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The easiest case is where .1 = U", i.e. when 1 is the full function space. 

Then every bijection gives rise to a A-model. However, classically we have the 

following lemma. 

Lemma 5.1 (ZF+ <AC(X,X)>.) Let X XX.  Then X is a singleton. 

Proof. Let 

F: XL*)X' 

and assume 

Vx0 X3x1 X(x0 x1) 

Define, using <AC(X,X)>, 

f:X —*X 

by picking for every 	e X as f(x) a value x distinct from (F(x))(x). Then 

f is not in the range of F, therefore 

- Vx0  E X 3x1  E X (x0  ZA  x1) 

which is equivalent to 

3x0  e X Vx1  e X (x0  = x1) 

F. 

Constructively, we can repeat the the above argument only part of the way. 

Lemma 5.2 (IZF+ <AC(X,X)>) Let X XX.  Then 

-'Vx0 EXax1  EX(x05Lxi ) 

Proof. Assume 

F: XcX' 

and 

Vx0 EXax1  c X(x0 x1) 

Define 

f : X —*X 

by picking for every 	E X as f(x) a value x distinct from (F(x))(x). Then 

f is not in the range of F, therefore 

-1VXOEXaX1 EX(x0xi) 
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This, of course, is constructively not equivalent to X being a singleton. 

We need the following definition for a description of the more general situa-

tion. 

Definition 5.3 Let C be a cartesian closed subcategory of Set and U E C. U is 

a reflexive object if there exist morphisms 

F : U_* UU 

and 

such that 

G:U"—*U 

F 0 C = iduu 

If U is a reflexive object, the structure U defined by 5.1-5.3 is a CL-algebra. If 
F is bijective, U is an extensional A-model, c.f. [Koy84]. 

As a nontrivial example, we shall give the construction of a reflexive object 

in CPPO. It made its appearance in [Sco72]. For complete details and related 

models see [Koy84] and [Bet88]. 

5.2 The inverse limit construction 

Let 

D=(D,,I) 

be a cppo. Define an w-indexed family {Dfl}flEW  of cppo's by setting 

DQ D 

• 	D +1  = (D +1, n+1' I +i) where 

D +1  = { f: D—D If is continuous } 

—<n+1 is the pointwise ordering 

= I for x e D 

Furthermore define an w-indexed family {(,,,, fl)}nEw of pairs of morphisms 
where 

D -- .D+1 
X i—p 
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D +1 —+D 
fF-*f(I Th ) 

(, 	) are retractions, i.e. 

On 0 	= id1  

and 

On o 	n+2 idD +1  

Now let A be the diagram in CPPO having D as vertices and On  as edges. 

Define 

D = limL 

Let 

D -+ D, 

be the edges of the limiting cone. 

D 	is the set of all sequences x = ( fl)E such that 

Xn  E D and th, = L'(x+) for all n e w. 

ir maps x E D to x,. 

D 	is also the colimit of the diagram with vertices D and edges On.  Let t 

be the edges of the colimiting cone. tn  maps x e D to 

Note that the (ta , 7rn ) are themselves retractions. 

Now define application 	on D by 

co Y = V {tn((n+i(5))(7Tn(Y)))} 
nEw 

is an w-chain in D, so the supremum exists. 

The morphism 

F: DDD00 
00 

is a bijection and with 	defined as above the structure V is an extensional 

A-model. 

Scott (see [Sco8O]) hat the idea to use the Yoneda functor to embed CPPO 

''° ' in Set. The reflexive object D will be mapped to a presheaf Y(D), 
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which under the right interpretation—which is very similar to the one given in 

Chapter 2—is a reflexive set in the (constructive) universe: 

cPPoop Set 	Y(F) : Y(D)—Y(D00) is a bijection. 
00 

The resulting extensional (full functionspace) A-model has the same theory as 

Va,. In fact one might argue that the two models are the same thing, once seen 

externally, once internally. 

It lies in the nature of presheaf models constructed from categories such as 

CPPO that they are fairly awkward to handle. It will be difficult to obtain 

relative consistency results, i.e. to find out, for instance, which classical or con-

structive statements are consistent with the existence of a nontrivial set having 

the same number of points as its function space. 

More importantly, not every CL-theory (nor A-theory for that matter) is the 

theory of a model obtained from a reflexive object in CPPO, and certain theories 

may not have a full functionspace model in the universe. 

5.3 The main theorem (untyped) 

We shall now proceed to state and prove the untyped version of our main theorem. 

Theorem 5.4 Let M be an extensional A(C)-model. Then there exists a tree P 

which only depends on the cardinality of M such that 
yPOP 

 satisfies the following 

statement. 

There is a full function space model U such that 

M* C U C (M*)s 

and 

E({M},U) c U c (M*)s 

Moreover there is a bijection 

F: 

such that 

U0 • U1  = (F(U0))(U1) 

and therefore 
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lcu = F
-1  \x.F-1  (Ay.x)) 

= F 1(\x.F 1 y.F 1(z.x u  z  u (y  u z)))) 

The proof is almost the same as the one of the typed theorem. 

Proof. The definition of 'environment' in the proof of Theorem 4.6 applies of 

course also to the untyped language. Add M as constants and IMI+ variables to 

A(C). Again we work with the tree 	We describe U first. 

Let U E VS f
lnop  be the set of all stable singletons U2  of M*  where t e A(C), 

such that for all in E M and E0  E E 

E0  IF m*EUt_ 

VE1  E St.t  (E0  C E "t 1  = 

Again 

E0  IF U 0  = U1  

VE1  E Et ot (E0  C E 	(to)E1  = ( tl )E1 ) 	 (5.4) 

Define the function F e V11  by 

Vm H (F(U20 ))(U21 ) = U2021  

We have indeed 

U2 	U2  = U2021  = (F(U0))(U1 ) 

We prove that F is bijective. 

1. F is surjective. 

We must convince ourselves that 

V 	Vf e UU  3UO  E U (F(U0) = f) 

So pick E0 , E1  E Sfi,1, E0  C E1  and f' E U' (E1). We must prove that 

E1 f-{ f'/f} 3UO  E U (F(U0) = f) 

Take 

fA : A(C) ' A(C) 
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such that 

fA(t) = t, —+ El If-{f ' /f}  f(U 0 ) = U 1  

Pick x UmEM  FV(f"m) U domE. This can be done since the right hand 

side is of cardinality IM1. 

E1 	fi f,lf I  U fA = 

for some t1  E A(C), so 

E1  If-{ f'/ f } f(U) = U f A x  = 	 u U 

We wish to prove that then for every to  E A(C) 

E1 Ifp/f}  f(U 0 ) = U f A 0  = U(A.ti )to  = UA.t1  U U 0  

i.e. that U,\ t1  represents f'. In order to prove equality in the middle recall 

(5.4). Pick E2  e E, such that E1  C E2. To justify 

(f A to) 2 = ( f A(t)) 

let FV(t0 ) C W. 

E1{ç:= E2()} 	U 0  = U(tO )E  

so 

E1{il := E2(7)} II {f ' /f}  Uf Ato  = U1  

Further 

(f
A  (t2)2 = (fA(j)) 	

:= (to)E2} since x 0 Vars(f"(to)E2 ) 

Then 

E1{x := (to)E2 } If-{f '/f}  U(tO ) E  = Ux  

implies 

E1{x := (to )E2 } If-{f ' /f}  UfA(tO)E = U f A 

hence 

(fA(t)):= (to)E2} 	
(fA) 	

:= (to)E2 } 

Finally 

A 
(f x)E 	:= (tO)E21 = ((Ax.t1)x)E21  := (0)E2} = 
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2. F is injective. 

This follows from Lemma 3.51 and the fact that M* C U C (M*)S and M 

is extensional. 

Next we prove that FIM* : M* 	E({(M*)},U)I is a bijection. 

Injectivity is clear. For surjectivity of F pick E0  E E f., and f' E UU(E0) such 

that 

E0 	{fl/f} f(M*) c M* 

By 2. f' is represented by U 0  for some t, E A(C). To prove that 

E0 1f{f,/.f}  U 0  E M* 

assume 

B0 lF/{/f} U 0  E M* 	 (5.5) 

and derive a contradiction. (5.5) means that for all m E M 

E0 IF/{f'/f} rn E U 0  

hence there are E1, E2  e E,.t with B0  C E and E0  C E2, such that 

(to)E1 	(t) 2  

By extensionality there is an m0  e M such that 

(to)E1 M  ni0 (to)E2 M  m0 

Therefore for all rn e M 

E0  -/p 	
m* E (U 0  -U Urno ) 

and 

B0 ly ff ,lf} U 0  -U Urno  E (M*)\N 

We deduce by <RAA> 

E0  lf-{f ' /f}  Ut0  E M* 

	

This concludes the proof of the main theorem. 	 0 

Again we list some corollaries. 

Theorem 5.5 Let M be an extensional A(C)-model and P = 	Then V 
pop 

satisfies 
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There is a full function space model which is equationally equiva-

lent to M*. 

And finally we add 

Theorem 5.6 Let T be a )(C)-theory that has a fully abstract extensional model 

and P = 	Then 
yPOP 

 satisfies 

T has a fully abstract full function space model. 

As in the chapter on the typed models we investigate some of the properties 

of models and sets concerned. 

First we note that Lemma 4.10 has an obvious equivalent. 

Lemma 5.7 Let P,M,U be as in Theorem 5.. Then 

yP0P 	VUoEUUlEM*(UoUl) 

Indeed and perhaps surprisingly in view of Lemma 4.12 we have 

Lemma 5.8 Let P,M,U be as in Theorem 5.. Then 

yPOP 
=-'VU0EU3U1EU(u0U1) 

Proof. Pick E0, E1  E Sfj,1, E0  c E1, and an x such that x dom(E1). Pick 

to  E A(C). We shall show that 

E1 	1 f- U 	U 	 (5.6) 

We do this by case analysis 

Assume x FV(t0). Take any E2  E .6t.t  such that E1  C E2. Then 

M,E2{x 	(t0) E2} .1= x = (to)E2 	to  

But 

E1  C E21x := (to)E21 

therefore (5.6). 

Assume x E FV(t0). Xx.t0) has a fixpoint t. Take E2  E E0 such that 

E1  C E2. Then 

M,E2{x := (t 1)} 	x = (t1 ) = 

((\x.to)t1 )E2  = (to(tl /x))E2  = t0((t1)/x) = to 

Now, E1  C E2{x := (tl)E2 11  therefore again (5.6). 
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IN 

We know from Lemmas 4.12 and 5.2 that the Axiom of Choice does not hold 

at least at type B for U, i.e. that 

For the untyped case, Lemma 5.8 gives us hope. We have the 

Conjecture. The existence of a set U with two distinct points, U U   and 

<AC(U,U)> is consistent with IZF. 	 0 

I have neither been able to prove nor disprove that <AC(U,U)> for U in the 

proof of Theorem 5.4. 



Chapter 6 

Related results and open problems 

6.1 Extensions galore 

Clearly when M is a nontrivial classical A(C)-model, U a full function space 
model and 

M 

then not all functions f : M 	M have extensions in UU.  This has serious 
consequences for the world where M and U live. First we prove that U is rather 
'fuzzy'. 

Lemma 6.1 Let X0 , X1  be sets, X0  classical and inhabited, and X0  C X1 . As-
sume that not all functions f X0  - X0  have an extension in X1  = X1. Then 

-, Vx0, x1  E X1  (x0  x1  V -'-' X0 = x1) 

Proof. Assume 

Vx0,x1  e X1  (x0  x1  V -'—'x0  =x1) 	 (6.1) 

1•  Pick f0  : X0  - A 0. We shall construct an extension f1 : X1  -+ X1. Take y E 

X0  and E X1. We have 

Vx0 EX0 (x =A x0 V-'--'x=x0 ) 

hence q(x0) -- 	= x0  is a decidable relation on X0. By classicality of X0  we 
get 

3x0  G X0  (-n--  a4 = x0) V 3x0  E X0  (_ x = x0) 

Consider the first option. We prove that in fact 

a!x0  E X0  (--- x = x0) 

123 
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Pick x/0 , x0
II  e X0  such that 

-- x = x A -'-' x = 

It follows that 

-1-I = 

and by discreteness of X0  
III 

x  = x  

This allows us to define f1(x'1 ) as f1(x) where 	is the unique point in X0  such 

that -i-i  x 	x. 

In the second case define 
I 

f1(x1) = y 

fi is well defined and total 	The result follows. 

Remark. In the above proof X0  really does have to be classical, discreteness 

alone is not enough To see this consider the model V20 . Define 

X0 {O{1}}u{1I III } 

and 

X1 	1 0  1 10,  '11  u{ ii {1} } 

Then the function f : 	X0  for which 

1 J F0  f(0) = 1 

has no extension in X1  = X1, but of course 

Vx0, x1  e X1  (x0  x1  V 	x0  = x1) 

As a corollary to Lemma 6.1 we note 

Lemma 6.2 Let X0  be a classical inhabited set and X1  such that X0  C X and 

not all functions in X0  = X0  have extensions in X1  = X1. Then 

Finally, Lemma 6.1 taken together with Lemma 2.52 and Lemma 2.45 yields 
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Lemma 6.3 Let C be a category, 1-4X0  e V and X1  e VC.  Assume VC 

satisfies 

X C X and not all functions in X = X have extensions in 

X, =x1 . 

Then for all C E C and for all f0 Co  -* C there exist 11 : C1  - C and 

12 : C2  -* C such that fo c f, 10 c 12 and  f1 and  12  are incompatible. 

If C happens to be a tree, it has hereditary width at least W. 

Now, if not all functions f : X0  - X0  have extensions in X1  = X1, what can 

be said about those that do have one? It is easy to see that the identity and all 

constant functions have extensions. Indeed we shall now give two conditions on 

X1  such that these are the only ones. 

Lemma 6.4 Let X0  be inhabited and classical and X1  a superset of X0  such that 

Vx j  E X1  3X0  E Xo  (x 1  x0) 

Vxo,x1 EX1 ((xo EXo x1 EXo)x1 EX0 Vxo =x1) 

Then 

Vf0  C X° (f1 € Xf (f o  C f) 'f0 = idx0  V 3y E X0  (Vx E X0  (f (x) = y))) 

Proof. Pick f 	X0  --4 X0. Assume f has-an extension and is neither constant 

nor the identity. We shall prove that then 

Vx1  E X1  3X0  E X0  (x0  x1) 

There are points x, x E X0  such that 

f(x) 0  f(x0) 

Let f1 X1  = X1  be the extension of f. We have 

Vx1  E X1  (x1  E X0  -p fi (x1) E X0 ) 

hence by 2. 

Vx1  E X1  (f 1(x1) E X0  V x1  = f1(x1 )) 

Now pick x'1  E X1. We have two cases. 
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If f1(x'1) (E X0, then either 

f1(x) 54  f(x) 

or 

A (x)  0 f(x) 

In the first case 	in the second x'1 	x. 

2. If f1  (x) = 	then 

Therefore always 

x0  E X0  (x 	x0 ) 

Hence our assumption that f is neither constant nor the identity is false, and 

by Lemma 2.41 the result follows. 	 0 

The sets M* C V of Lemma 4.10 fit description 1. and 2. of Lemma 6.4. 

The same example shows that condition 2. is essential. M* C (M-y' fit 1., 

but as we saw in Lemma 3.45, every function in M* = M has an extension in 
(M*)s = (M*)s.  

We have seen that if X0  is a nontrivial classical set, and X1  is a superset of 

X0  such that not all functions f: X0--X0  have extensions in X1  => X1, then X1  

is fairly non classical, indeed we proved that it is strongly non discrete. We shall 

postpone a further investigation of functions and try to capture this 'fuzziness' 

of sets. 

6.2 	Degrees of 'fuzziness' 

We introduce a new concept. 

Definition 6.5 A set X is unzerlegbar1  if for every subset X0  of X 

X0 UX1 =X-4X0 =0VX0 =X 

In other words, the only decidable relations on X are the trivial ones. 

Theorem 6.6 Let X0, X1  be sets, X0  classical and 2 - X0  C X1  Consider the 

following sentences. 

1. - Vx1  E X1  JX0  E X1  (x0  x1) 

1'cannot be split' 
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Vx1  E X1  3xo  E X0  (x0  x1 ) 

3x0, x, E X0  (x0  x1  A -'Vx e X1  (x0  0 x V x1  x)) 

. -'Vx,x1  EX0 (x0 x1-VxEX1 (x0 xVx1 x)), 

X1  is unzerlegbar 

- Vx0 , x1  e X1  (x0  x1  V -'-' x0  = x1 ) 

7.-'Vx0,x1 X1 (x0 =x1Vx0 xi ) 

Exactly the following implications hold 

1.-2.--3.---4.---+6.---7. 

1. - 5. - 6. 

Proof. 

1. -* 2. 

This is clear. For an example where 2. does not imply 1. see Lemmas 4.11 

and 4.12. 

• 2. --+ 3. 

is also clear. An example where the converse fails can be constructed from 

M and U in the proof of Theorem 4.6. Pick e M, such that 

rn. Define 

U+ U+1 

and 

M-M+1 

Then• 

Vu E U m E M (u m) 

but also 

3.---+4.  

Assume 3. and 

y 0  E X0  A y1 E X0  A y0  y 1 A -'Vx E X1 (y 	x V y1x) 
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Assume 

	

Vx0, x1 E X0 (x0 	-* Vx E X1 (x0 x V x1 x)) 

Then in particular 

Vx0 EX1 (Yo xVy1 x) 

This leads to the required contradiction, 
Op 

For a counterexample to 4. -p 3• consider the model V
12<W\ 

' 
. Define x E 

12<W\Op 

V 	" for every n E w by 

xA { n I { s I s(n)=O} }U{n+1 I {s ls(n) = 1 } } 

and 

X{xInEw}U{{n}InEw} 

Pick so, s, e 2<- such that so C s1. Then 

si IN {II} 	{ Is, I+ 1} 

but 
slO II— xi 1i = {II} 
.511 JF0 xi81i = {II + 11 

hence 

Si NO xis1 1 	{II} V x1811 	{II + 11 

therefore 

siIf-/oVno,m1Ew (no 0ni—VxeX({no}xV In, }x)) 

so JF0 — Vno, n j Ew (no n1 	VxEX({n0}xV{n1}x)) 

y(2<W)OP 

To prove that 

n0, n1 c  (n0 n1 A Vx E X ({n0 } x V {n1} =A x)) 

, 	I pick n0,n1 E w, such that I 	I and s E 2<w such that 

I ~! (n0 V n1) + 2 

and 

so 
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We prove that 

JP0  VxEX({n0 }xV In, }x) 

Pick n e w. If n is neither of no, no  - 1,ri,n1  - 1 then 

S IFO  x{n0}Vx{n1 } 

If n is one of the above, then 

s If-0 x7, = {n2 } 

where n2  is one of no, no  - 1,n1,n1  —1 and therefore 

S IFO  x{n0 }Vx 	In, } 

Also, 

If-0 {n}{n0 }V In) 	{n1} 

We get 

0 1 Y 3no ,ni  e w (n0  n1  A - Vx E X ({n0 } x V {n1 } x)) 

and the required result. 

4. — 6. 

Assume 4. and 

Vx0, x1  E X (x0  x1  V -ii 	= x1) 

PickE X0  such that 	x. Then 

Vx1  EX1 (xx1  Vi-'x=x1) 

therefore 

Vx1  E X1  (x 	x1  V 

The result follows. 

To disprove the reverse implication consider the model V(31')".   For all 

nEw and iE2definexEV 3 	by 

x{iI{sIs(n)=i}}u{2I{sIs(n)=2}} 
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Let 

A , = Tx0 }nEw  U {1}nEw  U 1101, {1}} 
'- Ti 

Then clearly 

V3<° H Vx E X (101 x V {1} x) 

therefore 

y(3<)OP 

On the other hand, take S E 3< . Then 

SO 	JF0  x 
k 

I = {0} 
sl JF0  x11 	{0} 

therefore 

F/o x{0}V-'-'x 1 ={O} 

and 
(3<W)0P 

V 	= 	Vx, x1  E X (x0  x1  V -i-i  x0  = x1 ) 

6. - 7. is easy. 

A counterexample to 7. -p 6. appears in Lemma 2.50. 

• 1. --+ 5. 

Assume 1. Assume X0  C X1  and X0  U X = X1. Pick E X. We may 
assume that E X0. Pick 4 E X1. Assume x'1' E X. Take x' E X1. Then 
either 

E X0  and x' 

or 

E X and x' 

Therefore 

Vx0  E X1  3X1  e X1  (x0  0 x1 ) 

Hence 

and 

E X0  

Since x was general we have 

Vx E X (x E X0 ) 

or X = X0. 
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5. - 6. 

Assume 5. and 

Vx0,x1  eX1  (x0  x1  V -'-' x0 = x1) 	 (6.2) 

Pick x' X' E X0  such that 	x'1. Define 

X = { x E X1  I x x0 } 

Then both X and X  is inhabited (by x'1  and x, respectively), yet by (6.2) 

X U Xc =X1 

To see that 6. does not in general imply 5., take the model V("')".  Define 
xEV(2")" for all nEwby 

x{O{ss(n)=O}}U{1I{.sls(n)=1}} 

Define 

{x} 	U {{O},{1}} 

and 

X, A X0 U{{2}} 

Pick s2 .Then 

NO X. {O} V -- 	= {O} 

for n > Is I , therefore 

(2<")°P V 	= 	Vx0, x1  e X1  (x0  x1  V --iX0= x1) 

but X1  can be split ('zerlegt'). 

It remains to be proved that neither 4. -* 5. nor 5. -i 4. The last example 
shows that 4. -k 5. need not hold. We have 

S If-0 {0}{1} 

but 

IF/0 VxEX1 (x{O}VxIll) 

hence 

V 2<° 	Vx3, x1  E X0  (x0 	' (Vx E X1  (x0  =A x V x1  0 x))) 
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but as we have already seen, X1 splits into X0 and {{2}}. 

To disprove 5. —* 4., consider again the model V 	
op 	 op 

. Define x E V 

for all n E w, i E 2 by 

and 

x{1{ss(n)=O}}U{oI{sIs(n)=1}}U{2{sls(n)=2}} 

Set 

XkolnEw U {x}flEW U 1101, 111, 1211 

X is unzerlegbar. For pick s e 3<'and assume that for some X0 C X 

I FO X0 uX=X 	 (6.3) 

Further assume 

But we have 

and 

hence 

and by (6.3) 

'S 1~0  {2}EX 

so f-0 
° xl I =101EX0 

s2 JF0  x ={2}EX 131 

s I Yo {2}EX 

f-0 {2} e X0 

With a similar argument we prove 

3 IJ-0 {1} e X0 

and finally for all n E w 

.3 If-0 X. E X0 

On the other hand clearly 

V<° H Vn0,n1 E 2 (n0 	Vx E X ({n0 } zA x V {n1} x)) 

We are interested in one more and by now well known statement. 
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8. Not all functions f X0  — X0  have extensions in X1 	X1. 

We have already seen that 8. —p 6. Now we prove that neither 8. - 5. nor 8. — 4. 

Proof. 

8. does not entail 5. 

This is easily disproved by considering U in the proof of Theorem 5.4. 

Clearly not all functions f : M + M—M  + M have extensions in U + 

U => U + U, yet U + U is evidently zerlegbar. 

• S. does not entail 4. 
< 

We can again consider 
y(3Cuop 

 and X constructed to disprove 4. - 6. The 

function f : {{O}, 1111 —* {{O}, {1}} with 

f({O}) = {1} and f({11)=101 

does not have an extension in X = X. 

At s E 3<w try to assign a value to f(xi+i).  We cannot have 

S 

sFf-  ø
° f(x 
si' 

={O}  

because 

sO b x st  ={O} 

II 

	 hence 

sO h f(x1) = { 1 } 

S 

I- f(x) = {2} 

similar. 
S 

If-o f(x1) = { 1 } 

because 

s2 Ih x ° =x Psi 	si 

hence 

s2 If-o f(x51) = { 1} 
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but also 

si f-Ox1 1 ={1} 
18 

therefore 

si If-0 f(x1)={O} 

But there is no point x in X such that 

.sl IFO  x = {i} and s2 If-0 x = {O} 

	

sIf-Of(x si' = x° 	
I 

for n>lsl n 	- 

because 

	

sO If-o 	
° f(x 
sI'  ={i} '  

but 

sO IYO xin  =Ili 

FV- 

We sum up: sets can have various degrees of 'fuzziness'. This can be thought 

of as a measure of our being able to distinguish between two points. Our list 

is admittedly fairly ad hoc. It would be interesting to find a general method of 

generating a 'fuzzy' hierarchy. 

In classical mathematics, where all sets are discrete anyway, a measure of the 

distinctness of points can be introduced via topologies. It would be interesting to 

know whether the above results could be expressed and indeed refined in those 

terms. 

6.3 Towards an axiomatic approach 

Assume we have a classical nontrivial and extensional )-model M. What do we 

have to require (in first order terms) of a set U with M C U C Ms such that 

there is a bijection between U and UU and the induced .A-model U satisfies 

M C UEM? 

Try this idea: we construct U by first taking a set U0, M C U0  C M such that 

only the constant functions and the identity in MM  have extensions in UJO. We 

then add exactly enough points to U0 , obtaining a set U1, such that all functions 
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in M M 	
i 	

Uo represented by a point n M have an extension in U1  . Then we add 

enough points to U1, obtaining a set U2  such that all the functions in U0U0  have 

an extension in U1  and continue in that manner defining an w-chain of sets 

{ 

	

	whose union with some luck will be the required set U. 

Now the details: Let U0  be such that M C U0  C M3  and 

-1Vu0 EU0 u1 EU0 (u0 /zu1 ) 

\/u0, u1  EU0  ((u0  EM - u1  EM) -p u1  E MV u0.= u1 ) 

We know that exactly the constant functions and the identity in MM  have ex-

tensions in U0  ==> U0. We need the smallest set U1  such that all functions in MM 

represented by a point rn E M have an extension in U0  = U1. We define 

UiM - MS UO  

Now not necessarily all functions in M = M represented by an m E M have an 

extension in U1  => U1. So again we have to add something. Moreover since we 

eventually need 
UUL 

we now want a U2  such that all functions in U0  = U0  represented by a point 

U0  E U0  have an extension in U1  = U2. We define 

U2 U0 . S U1  

And so on. Finally we set 

U 
nEw 

and with any luck 
UUU 
	

(6.4) 

I do not know whether (6.4) is provable. An indication that it might be is the 

fact that the set U appearing in the proof of the (untyped version) of the main 

theorem can be constructed in the way described above. On the other hand it 

is easy to see that sets U0  such that M C U0  C M8  and conditions 1. and 2. 

hold exist in the model 	This would give an answer to the second point 

raised in Section 4.3.5. 
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6.4 Problems 

I state again some of the problems worth investigating. 

First, the main results of Sections 4. and 5. should be improved by pruning 

the underlying tree. Are Theorems 4.8 and 4.9 valid for P = w 

Then, we can ask again the question raised at the beginning of Section 4.3. Is 

it consistent with IZF that there is a full function space model V for any E-typed 

ca U such that for all -y e F 

U c V c (U3) 

and U is isomorphic to 	 V)? Related questions are: what can be said 

about the space of singletons of a set which is not --separated? Can the family 

of singletons of any ca be made into a combinatory algebra, and if so, which other 

properties are preserved? 

This brings us to the last question. Is there a way to describe everything 

axiomatically as we tried to do in the previous section? 
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